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 One of the main objectives of public transport operators is to adhere to the planned timetable 
and to provide accurate information to passengers in order to improve actual and perceived 
service reliability. The aim of this thesis is to address the flowing question: how can the 
accuracy of a prediction system for light rail systems be measured and improved?  
 

The real-time prediction is an output of a telecommunication system, named Automatic 
Vehicle Location System, which computerizes the predictions. In order to improve a system, it is 
first important to understand how it works. The mechanism of the prediction computation will be 
analyzed and each part of the process will be studied in order to seek potential improvements. 
The first part of the prediction scheme development consists in a statistical analysis of historical 
data to provide the reference travel times and dwell times and their variations along a day or 
along a week. Then, two models (the designed-speed model and the speed/position model) will 
be studied to estimate the remaining time to reach the downstream stop. This estimation is 
mainly based on the current data (vehicle position and speed).  

 
The proposed prediction schemes were implemented and applied for a case study light rail 

line. Bybanen, a light rail train in Bergen was selected as case study. Real-time information 
displays are available at all platforms and refer to the waiting to the next two light rail trains. 
This study focuses on improving the accuracy of these waiting times predictions.  
 

In order to establish and analyze the performance of the current prediction scheme, a model 
for reproducing these computations was developed. Then, the possible improvements have 
been implemented in the model and the accuracy of the new predictions has been compared to 
the base case. The assessment and the comparison of prediction systems are not trivial tasks. 
Which predictions should be taken into account? How does the model identify inconsistency in 
the data? How could the perception of passengers be taken into account?  
 

A set of measures has been used in order to evaluate alternative prediction schemes. The 
comparison of the different models shows that it is possible to improve the accuracy of the 
short-term predictions, but it is more difficult to improve the accuracy of long-term predictions 
because the incertitude of small changes has more impact in long-term predictions. This thesis 
shows that the reference travel times and dwell times should be assimilated to the most 
common value instead of the average which is too dependent on high values. Moreover, the 
dwell time variations are related to the flow passengers. Finally, the most accurate and efficient 
model is the designed-speed model. The speed/position model is a bit less accurate except in 
the case of disturbances along the line but its modularity made easier possible improvements. 

 
 Finally, this paper highlights the time-depending variations of the dwell time in the case of  a 

light rail train system. It could be interesting to analyze the behavior of variations of two 
consequent dwell times and to implement a forgetting factor. Moreover, the speed-position 
model shows really good results and a better understanding of the drivers’ behaviors is a key to 
improve the model. Finally, the differences between the different models will be probably larger 
for a middle-distance train system, which could be an interesting application of this thesis.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The accuracy of the real time information changes the feeling of passengers concerning the 
hardship of the waiting time. It is hence relevant for public transport companies to evaluate 
alternative schemes to predict the waiting time by taking account of variables such as day of 
the week, weather, and status of the previous trains. Indeed, a lot of public transport systems 
haven’t yet incorporated these kind of variables into their waiting time prediction schemes. This 
thesis reports the development of a strategy designed to increase the accuracy of the prediction 
by incorporating additional variables. Given my current position in the company Thales, the 
Bergen Light Rail Train named Bybanen, will be the case study. The access to automatically 
collected data and the small scale of the infrastructure are advantageous in developing the 
methodology for this project. An analysis will be carried out and different models will be 
compared in order to obtain the best performing prediction scheme: an efficient model with high 
accuracy level. 

Light rail trams are under construction in different cities (Paris, Liege and Bergen for 
example), because this transport mode is highly appreciated by passengers [2] [3].  It is often 
considered as a good compromise between a bus network and a subway line [4]. Indeed, the 
construction of light rail trains is more flexible than the construction of a subway line. There is 
no need to build underground platforms, which is cost efficient and time efficient. Moreover, the 
transit time is reduced when the platform is accessible directly on the street [4]. 

Even if “buses represent the most widely used transit technology” [5], travelling by bus is 
more time-consuming than travelling by light rail train. Indeed most of the time, buses have 
neither dedicated lanes nor signal priority at intersections. The buses capacity is also lower 
than the light rail train capacity [4] and the possibility of coupling two light rail train vehicles can 
allow operators to increase its capacity. For all these reasons, a light rail train line is a good 
alternative to a bus network and to a subway line.    

A light rail train interacts with other transport modes including private car traffic, buses, 
cyclists and pedestrian movements. These interactions could be exercised along line segments 
as well as at intersections and therefore induce sources of uncertainty to light rail train travel 
times on links and dwell times at stops. That’s why the arrival time of a light rail train can be 
considered stochastic in urban networks as it is the case for a bus network [6]. Most of the 
previous studies which have been carried out to develop an accurate prediction scheme are 
dealing with bus networks due to its higher uncertainty [7] [8]. The thesis aim is to develop a 
prediction scheme for light rail trains.    

Prediction models often use static data concerning travel time components. Based on these 
parameters, the prediction system can calculate the needed time to reach downstream 
platforms and inform passengers accordingly. In this thesis, a methodology will be described in 
order to modify this part of the system and should answer the following question: how is it 
possible to improve the current predictions by mean of previous predictions and current vehicle 
position. 

Objectives of the thesis are: 
(1) To collect the different data (arrival time, departure time and vehicle position) 

using the on-board mileage counter 
(2) To develop different models to predict the light rail train arrival times by 

combining historical data and current data (position and speed of the vehicle)  
(3) To validate and compare the models by using field data     
   

The study is limited to the development of a prediction scheme using historical and mileage 
counter data from light rail trains in the case of Bergen Light Rail Train. The prediction scheme 
will not consider abnormal situations (vehicle failure, accident…) but such cases are used for 
the validation and the comparison of the prediction schemes. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Transit light rail train arrivals at platforms in urban networks are considered as stochastic 
because dwell times at stops, travel times on links and delays at intersections fluctuate spatially 
and temporally [8] [9]. That’s why it is really challenging to develop an arrival time prediction 
scheme which can adapt to the time and spatial variations. There are three main streams of 
prediction schemes which have been developed over the last decades: time series models, 
artificial neural network models [9] and support vector regression machine models [7] [8]. 

The time series models are based on the similarities between historical data and real time 
data. The statistics provide tools to choose the appropriate parameters to predict future events. 
The studied process has to be stochastic and the scope of time series models is really wide: 
daily volume of flows in a river or monthly demand for a product [10]. Time-series models 
require analyzing empirical data which should link the travel time and the dwell time to 
exogeous parameters. For example, the dwell time at a specific stop is related to the number of 
passengers, to the time of the day [24]. Moreover, some unexpected events as bus lift 
operations or the vehicle design (presence of bicycle rack or integration of fare box) have also 
effects on the dwell time [24]. Concerning the travel time, it is more difficult to link the possible 
delays with exogenous variables because almost each link is specific (length, speed limit, 
crossing…). Some studies have been carried out to relate empirical travel time value with the 
status of the traffic via different methods [6] [12], which have shown an possible improvement 
of prediction scheme by taking the traffic status into account.      

The artificial neural network model is an approach for solving complex problems and has 
successfully been applied to transportation issues [9]. The model is based of interconnected 
functions, which means that its process is similar to those of a brain. These functions can be 
linear or nonlinear. In the case of artificial neural network models, there is no explicit function 
connecting inputs and outputs. It has been shown that artificial neural network models can 
accurately predict traffic conditions on street ways [12], where historical data and the current 
vehicle position would be the inputs and the estimation of the arrival time would be the output 
as previously done by Kalaputapu and Demetsky [11]. 

Finally, the support vector machine regression model is the most recent approach, still under 
development for various applications (forecasting of financial market [13], estimation of power 
consumption [14]…). Its main advantage compared to the artificial neural network model is its 
capability to obtain the global minima whereas the artificial neural networks model only results 
in a local minimum [7]. Furthermore, the support vector machine model can be adapted for 
complex problems and is robust in managing corrupted data [7].   

As a background study, it is interesting to investigate the universal basis of real-time 
information to users. All prediction algorithms can be divided into three steps: the tracker, the 
filter and the predictor [15]. The tracker consists in data collection in order to draw the vehicle 
trips. It is made of a set of data composed of position and time to track the vehicle along the 
line or inside the city. After collecting data, the filter should be applied in order to minimize the 
imperfection of the on-board equipment. Different filters can be applied such as Grubbs’ test 
method, which deletes abnormal data from input data [6]. Frank E. Grubbs presents different 
methods to detect outliers in a series [16] and shows that the average and the standard 
deviation are meaningful values in the research of outliers in a sample. 

Concerning the predictor, two different approaches are commonly used: link-based models 
and stop-based models. Link-based models, which are used to predict arrival times at any 
downstream stops, sum the travel times on all traversed links between pair of stops [9] and 
consider there is no correlation between travel times along the run. In order to avoid this 
oversimplification, different techniques are used such as the forgetting factor, which takes into 
consideration the real-time status of the traffic [6]. If it takes longer than expected to traverse a 
link for some vehicles, the prediction scheme will consequently delay the arrival time of the next 
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vehicles. The improvement of the link-based model shows that the prediction calculation must 
be time-varying.  

In the other hand, the stop-based models do not separately manage the different links and 
do not divide a travel time between two platforms into smaller sections. The possible errors of 
each sub-section can accumulate, which decreases the accuracy of the model, especially for 
long-term predictions [12] [6]. In the case of light rail trains, the schedule headway is smaller 
than for buses, which means light rail train predictions can be considered as short-term and the 
risk to accumulate errors is reduced. Therefore, the link based model has been chosen for this 
thesis.  

Different studies report that, as a vehicle approaches a target stop, the prediction becomes 
more and more precise [12]. In the case of bus system, the vehicle location is the only real-time 
input. That is why some models approximate the vehicle speed by using the travel time and the 
distance run by the vehicle during the two last inputs. The vehicle speed can be used to reflect 
the traffic conditions of links [12] or to reflect the particular condition of a single vehicle. The 
second option has been chosen here because the vehicle position is usually updated at a high 
frequency in light rail train system, which gives a status of the current speed of the vehicle 
rather than an overview of the traffic status. Then, the current speed and the current position 
can be used to estimate the remaining time to reach the downstream stop, which requires 
knowing the speed profile between two stations. Usually, the speed profile can be split in four 
phases in the case of a rail system: stop, accelerating, coasting and decelerating [26] [27]. 
Indeed, such speed profile can be used to calculate the needed power for the system in case of 
light rail train based on batteries [25]. More elaborated models can be also used as described in 
Figure 2.1. It can be seen that the acceleration is considered as constant for low speeds and 
the acceleration becomes smaller at higher speeds [26]. The coasting phase is not described 
by a constant speed. Different models exist but all agree on the presence of the four phases.  

Finally, the speed profile of the vehicle is also dependent on the driver behavior when 
approaching a crossing or a stop [28]. It has been shown that drivers’ response to safety 
signals can be slightly different [28], so it is almost impossible to predict the exact remaining 
time to reach the downstream platform due to the uncertainty of the drivers’ behaviors. In the 
case of light rail train system, it is important to remind that “the driver’s position at the leading 
extremity of the vehicle well outside of the wheelbase means that he experiences lateral 
acceleration several times greater than his passengers”. Driver behaviors have been the 
subject of many studies, which are mainly focused on the safety point of view.   
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Figure 2.1: Example of speed-time curve [27] 

 
The travel-time estimations can be defined as: historical data, current data or both historical 

and current data [23]. Better results happen when current data (position and speed of the 
vehicle) are combined with historical data [17], which is the topic of this thesis. How to combine 
current data received from a vehicle (current position, current speed) with historical data to 
improve the prediction scheme?  

Many studies have been carried out to improve the accuracy of arrival-time prediction [6] 
[12]. The support vector machine model sounds the more promising model even if it is still 
under development. Most of the previous studies are dealing with a bus system where the 
uncertainty is higher. This thesis will develop a model to predict with accuracy the arrival-time 
for a light rail system. The chosen model is close to a time series model because of the use of 
empirical data to estimate the future travel time on each link and the future dwell time at each 
stop. So, it is a link-based model. Moreover, the current data as the current position and the 
current speed of the vehicle are collected to reflect the current status of the vehicle. Different 
models will be developed to estimate the arrival time at the downstream stop through these 
values. The vehicle speed is not a direct input of the model but will be estimated with the two 
last input positions [12]. This thesis principally aims to apply previous concepts used in bus 
system to a light rail train system to figure out if the same comparison and the same 
improvements can be drawn with a rail system which contains less uncertainty.  
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3 METHODOLOGY 

A successful transport system is a system able to predict with efficiency and accuracy the 
arrival/departure times at downstream stops. Some systems, such as advanced public 
transportation systems (APTS) or advanced traveler information system (ATIS), use the 
automatic vehicle location system (AVLS) as a key element in their prediction scheme [9]. 
AVLS is a telecommunication system whose aim is to localize the vehicles along the line. With 
a precise location, it is possible to estimate the arrival time at downstream stops. This thesis 
aims to improve the accuracy and the precision of the prediction scheme when the AVLS is the 
only available input for the model. In some projects, the automatic passenger counter system 
(APCS) can be available and could be a further improvement of the models detailed in this 
paragraph. AVLS structure is described in Figure 3.1. 

 

Automatic Vehicle 
Localization System

Vehicle delay/ahead Passengers waiting time

Vehicle positionVehicle associationTimetable

Inputs

System

Outputs   
Figure 3.1: Automatic vehicle location system’s structure 

 

The vehicle position, the vehicle association and the timetable are the three main inputs of 
the AVLS. The vehicle position is the key element of the prediction scheme and can be used in 
different ways. The vehicle association is the link between the official trips and the vehicles. It is 
mandatory for operators to have a global vision of the different vehicles over a day or a week, 
but it doesn’t affect the real-time predictions. Moreover, as the vehicle association is strongly 
related to the study case, it will not be taken into consideration in order to not reduce the 
number of possible applications. Finally, the timetable described the reference travel times iT  
between the station i  and the station 1�i , and the reference dwell times iD at the station i . 
These parameters are the basis of the prediction scheme. The scope of this study will focus on 
a link-based approach, which means that, for a light rail train located at the station p , the 
prediction time predT  at the station q is calculated as: 

 
� �
�

�

�

��

��
1 1

1

q

pi

q

pi
iipred DTT  (3.1) 

Equation (3.1) shows the importance of the reference travel times iT  and the reference dwell 
times iD . Different procedures can be used to define these reference values: average values, 
forgetting factors… A statistical analysis of the historical data has been chosen to define them. 
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The methodology adopted for the present thesis can be split into three steps: extraction of data, 
development of new models and model evaluation. 

3.1 Data sources 

As described in the previous paragraph, the historical data and the current position of the 
vehicle are the two inputs of the prediction scheme. The current vehicle position is collected 
and send by the on-board system, which usually consists in a GPS or a mileage counter. These 
devices might not properly work due to some failures, which results in erroneous data. 
Moreover, incomplete data are also present in historical data in case of sudden changes or 
server shutdowns. For these reasons, input data will be filtered to delete corrupted data. In 
case of incomplete data, associated values are deleted from the database. For example, if only 
the departure time is present for a particular vehicle for a stop, then the arrival time will be 
deleted from the baseline.  

Then, the model verifies the data consistency by analyzing the arrival times for each 
journey. To be considered as consistent, a journey should be at least composed of three 
consequent arrival times. If a vehicle has a problem with its on-board equipment or if a sudden 
change appears in data, the corresponding journey will not be taken in consideration. A journey 
is defined as a run from a terminus to the other terminus.  

Moreover, for the statistical analysis of the dwell times and the travel times, abnormal 
values are out of interest. A value can be qualified of abnormal if the difference between itself 
and the average value is bigger than three times the standard deviation. 

3.2 Model development 

The scope of this thesis is to improve the prediction scheme of a light rail train system. As 
the new prediction schemes should be applicable to other light rail train systems, it is important 
to remove all the specificities of our study case, which is described in §4. It explains why the 
different prediction schemes have been developed with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), 
which is an implementation of Microsoft's programming language Visual Basic 6. The 
developed model in VBA only aims to calculate predictions and can be applied to other rail 
systems. 

As defined before, the travel time predictions can be characterized as both historical and 
current data. Therefore the development of new models should be split into two distinct steps: a 
statistical analysis and the elaboration of a model estimating the remaining time to reach the 
platform. The statistical analysis is based on historical data whereas the second part is mainly 
based on current data. For a light rail train located at the station p  or between the station p  and 
the station 1�p , the prediction time predT  at the station q is the sum of the remaining 

time remainingt  to reach the next station and of the different reference travel times iT  and dwell 

times iD  as expressed in Equation (3.2). 

 
� �
�

��

�

��

���
1

1

1

1

q

pi

q

pi
iiremainingpred DTtT  (3.2) 

Statistical analysis 

The first part of the prediction scheme development consists in a statistical analysis of 
historical data to provide the reference travel times and dwell times. The historical analysis aims 
to estimate a travel time or a dwell time which has not yet been started and should not be 
mismatched with the remaining time remainingt  to reach the next station. For the statistical 
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analysis, only small deviations are considered and the filters defined in §3.1 apply.  These 
reference travel times iT  and dwell times iD  are the main components of the current timetable 
input. It is important to verify they reflect the real travel times and the real dwell times. If not, 
new reference travel times iT * for each link and new reference dwell times iD*  for each stop 
should be defined. Then the variation of these values will be studied along a day or along a 
week. For example, if a dwell time is shorter during the weekend than during the weekdays, a 
delta ),( hddi� of the reference dwell times will be added or retrieved in order to fit with the 
reality. This variable allows the system to adjust the reference dwell times depending the 
fluctuation along a day and along a week due to exogenous variables. In the same way, 

),( hdti� represents the adjustment of the travel time between the stations i  and 1�i  due to 
exogenous variables. With the new variables, for a light rail train located at the station p  or 
between the station p  and the station 1�p , the new prediction time predT  at the station q can be 
expressed as: 

 
)),(()),((

1

1

1

1

** hddDhdtTtT i

q

pi

q

pi
iiiremainingpred ������� � �

�

��

�

��

 (3.3) 

Deriving the time for arrival at the downstream station with current data 

Equation (3.3) represents the first step of the prediction scheme improvement and is only 
based on historical data. Current data (vehicle position and speed) are the basis of the 
prediction scheme and represent the main inputs for the estimation of the remaining 
time remainingt  to reach the downstream station. Two different approaches will be analyzed: the 
designed-speed model and the speed/position model. 

Let us first define several fundamental values. As only the remaining time to reach the 
downstream stop matters in this section, the entire line can be illustrated through concentrating 
on two stations. Consider a light rail train running from station A to station B which is D  meters 
further downstream. The designed dwell time at station A is DT  and the designed travel time 
between stations A and B isT . These values are based on the historical analysis detailed in 
§3.2.2. The trajectory of a light rail train between the arrival at station A and the arrival at station 
B can be divided in four phases as shown in Figure 3.2 and in Figure 3.3: the dwelling time (1), 
the acceleration phase (2), the constant speed phase (3) and the deceleration phase (4). If the 
light rail train is running between stations A and B, the current distance between the light rail 
train and station A is given by the on-board equipment and is denoted by d . If 0�d , the light 
rail train dwells at a station. If Dd � , the on-board system hasn’t correctly synchronised at 
station B and the system considers the train has already arrived at station B. For prediction 
purposes, the distance between the vehicle and station A should be within the following range: 

 Dd �	0  (3.4) 
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of the vehicle speed between two stations 
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the vehicle position between two stations 

In both models, it is important to make a distinction depending on whether the light rail train 
stands at a station or if the train is running between two stations. Let’s study first the case of a 
light rail train which is standing at a station. In both models (designed-speed and 
speed/position), the calculations are identical for a train standing at a station.  

Light rail train dwells at a station  

If the light rail train stands at station A, the model keeps a record of the arrival time to station 
A, which will be called AT . Let’s call BT  the predicted arrival time at station B and nowT the time 
when the prediction is made by the model.  

If the actual dwelling time ( Anow TT � ) is shorter than the designed dwell time DT , the system 
considers that the vehicle is on time and the predicted arrival time to station B will be the sum of 

1 2 3 4 

v 

TTD �  DT  

1 2 3 4 

D 

TTD �  DT  
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the designed travel time T between stations A and B and of the designed dwell time DT at 
station A added to the arrival time AT  at station A. It results in Equation (3.5). 

 TTTT DAB ���  (3.5) 

If the actual dwelling time ( Anow TT � ) is longer than the designed dwell time DT , the system 
considers the vehicle should leave in few seconds and will not stay longer at station A. So, the 
vehicle is planned to reach the downstream station after a time equal to the designed travel 
time T between stations A and B as described in Equation (3.6). 

 TTT nowB ��  (3.6) 

These calculations are identical for both models and apply for a train standing at a station. If 
the train is running between two stations, two approaches will be considered: the designed-
speed model and speed/position model. 

Light rail train runs between two stations 

Design-speed model 

The designed-speed model is a model which only considers the vehicle position as an input 
for the system. From data of the study case (vehicle acceleration, vehicle deceleration, link 
length and designed travel times for each link), it is possible to calculate, for each link, the 
speed profile of a vehicle running in an ideal case. A vehicle is described as running in an ideal 
case if it respects the following phases: constant acceleration, constant speed and constant 
deceleration. These phases are described in Figure 3.2 and in Figure 3.3. Even if the real 
vehicle doesn’t follow the ideal speed profile, the current speed of the vehicle is assumed equal 
to the speed of a vehicle running in an ideal case for the vehicle position given by the on-board 
system. It will be shown that only one speed profile can fit with following data: acceleration, 
deceleration, link length and reference travel time.  

 When leaving station A, the light train should accelerate with a constant acceleration a , then 
keep a constant speed and then finally decelerate with a constant deceleration b  in order to 
reach the downstream stop. The distance D  between the two stations and the designed travel 
timeT between the two stations are two inputs of the prediction scheme. In the next paragraph, 
it will be shown that the vehicle can only reach a specific speed during its constant phase if the 
acceleration, the deceleration, the travel time and the distance between two stations are given. 

Let us denote as follows: 

- 1d : the distance run by the vehicle during the acceleration phase, 

- 1t : the travel time of the acceleration phase,  

- 2d : the distance run by the vehicle during the deceleration phase, 

- 2t : the travel time of the deceleration phase, 

According to these definitions, the train will run at a constant speed if and only if: 

 Ddd �� 21  or Ttt �� 21   (3.7) 
The case Ddd 
� 21  and the case Ttt 
� 21 are irrelevant because unrealistic. If 

Ttt �� 21  (or Ddd �� 21 ), the vehicle accelerates and then immediately decelerates after it 
reaches its maximum speed, which never happens because the travel times are long enough to 
avoid this situation. Now, it will be shown that only one solution is possible with these inputs 
( DTba ,,, ). 
 First, we should calculate the distance run by the vehicle during the different phases. 
According to the different integrations of the acceleration (or deceleration), it results that the 
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vehicle runs the distance 1d  during the acceleration phase and the distance 2d during the 
deceleration phase. These distances can be written as: 

 2
11 2

1 atd �  (3.8) 

 2
22 2

1 btd �  (3.9) 

The sum of the distances run by the vehicle during each phase (acceleration, constant 
speed and deceleration) should be equal to D and the speed at the end of the acceleration 
phase and at the beginning of the deceleration phase should be equal and is called dv , which 
represents the maximal designed-speed between two stations. In consequence: 

 
DttTvbtat d ����� ))((

2
1

2
1

21
2
2

2
1  (3.10

) 

 21 btatvd ��  (3.11
) 

And therefore: 
 

0)(
2
1

1
2
1 ���� DaTttab

b
a

 (3.12) 

Equation (3.12) is a quadratic equation where 1t represents the unknown. In order to solve it, 
the discriminant�  has to be calculated. 

 � � )(22 baD
b
aaT ����  (3.13) 

If the discriminant is negative, the designed travel timeT has been chosen too short for the 
link. The vehicle can not run the distance D in T seconds with acceleration a  and a 
decelerationb . This is not a feasible solution in the context of this application.  

If the discriminant is equal to 0, the vehicle accelerates and then decelerates immediately 
after, without running at constant speed. It means that the designed travel time is physically the 
smallest possible and this choice is not viable for a light rail train in operation. In this case, the 
acceleration phase lasts: 

 
ba

bTt
�

�1  (3.14) 

So, the designed travel timeT between the stations A and B is considered long enough to 
have a positive discriminant. The designed-speed profile is shown in Figure 3.4. With a positive 
discriminant, it is possible to calculate the exact value for 2211 ,,, tdtd . By resolving Equation 
(3.12), it results: 

 
� �

ab

Dba
b
aaT

a
bbT

t
�

��
�

)(22

1  
(3.15) 
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Figure 3.4: Designed-speed of a light rail train between two stops in an ideal case  

  
Two distinct solutions exist, but only one of them is physically possible. As in our study, the 

vehicle runs at constant speed during a period, the acceleration phase should be smaller than 
in the case of a discriminant equal to zero defined in Equation (3.14). So, the smallest solution 
is the only acceptable solution. Finally, the different values can be directly calculated with 
Equations (3.8), (3.9) and (3.11). 
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Recall that the characteristic values dvtdtd ,,,, 2211 are now considered as inputs of the 
problem for every segment (sub-section of line between two consecutive stations). If the 
distance d  of a light rail train from station A is known, it is possible to estimate the time remainingt  
to reach station B as follows:  

- If 0�d , the remaining time is calculated as described in the §3.2.3. 

- If 10 dd �� , 
a
dTtremaining

2
��  

- If 21 dDdd ��� , 2
2 )( t

v
ddDt

d
remaining �

��
�  

- If DddD ��� 2 , 
b

dDtremaining
)(2 �

�  

 
Speed-position model 

The designed-speed model only considers the vehicle position as an input. Indeed, the 
designed-speed model doesn’t depend on the current state of the light rail train, whereas the 
speed/position model considers the vehicle position and the vehicle speed as inputs to be more 
realistic. For example, if a train is stopped before a crossing because it didn’t receive the 
priority signal, the designed-speed model considers that the light rail train has a current speed 
equal to the designed-speed for this position, which is not the case.  

The current vehicle speed is not directly available in most of light rail train systems, but it is 
possible to derive an accurate estimation of the vehicle speed with the two inputs ad and bd at 
the respective times at and bt , where the sub-scripts a  and b  refer to the two latest consecutive 
positions. Such an approximation is possible because the vehicle position is updated at high 
frequency in light rail train systems. 

 

ab

ab

tt
ddv

�
�

�  (3.21) 

In order to estimate the remaining time remainingt  to reach station B, the vehicle speed and the 
vehicle position are considered as inputs in the speed/position model. So the current state of 
the light rail train can be identified in Figure 3.5. After consideration of the designed-speed 
profile described in §3.2.4.1 and of the different behaviors of drivers, the 2D graph can be 
divided into four areas. In the model-speed position, the driver can accelerate with an 
acceleration a , keep a constant speed, decelerate with a constant decelerationb  or let the 
vehicle roll, where the vehicle is assumed to slightly decelerate with a constant deceleration c , 
which is the consequence of the resultant of the inertia moment. In the following paragraph, the 
prediction is assumed to be calculated at the time 0�t . The light rail train is assumed to have a 
current speed 0v  and a current distance 0d from station A. Let us examine and formulate the 
remaining time remainingt to reach station B for each case. 
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Figure 3.5: Representation of the different areas according to the current position and the current 

speed of the vehicle  
 
3.2.1.1.1 Case 1  

Case 1 represents a light rail train approaching station B with a speed higher than the 
designed-speed profile. A vehicle belongs to the first area if and only if: 

 

2

0
2 )(

d
dDvv d �


  (3.22) 

In Case 1, the driver is assumed to brake until the vehicle reaches station B with a constant 
deceleration newb  equal to: 

 

0

2
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2
1

dD
vbnew �

�  (3.23) 

For Case 1, the vehicle reaches the downstream station after a time equal to:  
 

0

00 )(2
v

dD
b
vt
new

remaining
�

��  (3.24) 

 
3.2.1.1.2 Case 2  

Case 2 represents a vehicle running faster than the maximal designed-speed. In this case, 
the driver is assumed to first let the vehicle roll, which decreases its speed until it reaches the 
blue line or the red line in Figure 3.5. Moreover, when the driver lets the vehicle roll, the 
deceleration is assumed to be constant and equal to c  

The light rail train will hence slowly decrease its speed. If the vehicle is too close to station B, 
it will first reach the red line of Figure 3.5. In this case, the driver will brake with a constant 
deceleration equal tob . If the vehicle is sufficiently far from station B, it will first reach the 
maximal designed-speed dv  (blue line) and will then run at a constant speed before the 
deceleration phase. The limit case is described in Equation (3.25) and Figure 3.6 represents 
the sub-cases for Case 2. 

1d 2dD �0

dv
1 
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Figure 3.6: Distinction of the two parts of Case 2  

 
Let’s calculate the time to reach station B for a vehicle in the part A of Case 2. The current 

data ),( 00 vd  of the vehicle should satisfy:  
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2 )(

)(2
d

dDv
vddDcv d

d
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�����  (3.26) 

 The current speed of the vehicle is higher than expected, so the driver will decelerate a bit 
until the light rail train approaches the platform and then the vehicle will strongly decelerate. 
The driver is assumed to increase its deceleration when the following equation is satisfied (red 
line): 

 

2

2 )(
d

dDv
v d �
�  (3.27) 

 Let’s calculate the distance '
0d  from station A, the speed '

0v  and the time '
0t when the vehicle 

increases its deceleration from c tob . The speed and the distance run by the vehicle can be 
written: 

 0vctv ���  (3.28) 

 00
2

2
dtvtcd ����  (3.29) 

 So the time can be expressed as a function of the speed in Equation (3.28) and be inserted 
into Equation (3.29). Therefore: 

 
0

22
0 )(

2
1 dvv
c

d ���  (3.30) 

 Equation (3.30) holds until the driver increases the deceleration, described in Equation 
(3.27). These two equations represent a system of two equations with two unknowns ),( vd  
which results in the searched values ( '

0d , '
0v , 0t ):   

dv

0 2dD � D

A 

B 
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After a time '
0t , the vehicle has the speed '

0v and is at the distance '
0d from station A. It will 

then decelerate with a constant decelerationb  until the arrival at station B. For the part A of 
Case 2, the vehicle reaches the downstream station after a time equal to:  

 

b
v

ttremaining

'
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0 ��  (3.34) 

 The trajectory of the vehicle is shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: Representation of the different trajectories for Case 2 

 
Let’s calculate the time to reach station B for a vehicle in part B of Case 2. The vehicle will 

decrease its speed and Equation (3.28) and Equation (3.29) holds until dvv � . Let’s calculate 

the distance '
0d  from station A, the speed '

0v  and the time '
0t when the vehicle reach the designed 

speed:  

 dvv �'
0  (3.35) 
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Then, the vehicle will run at constant speed until 2dDd ��  and finally decrease its speed 
with a constant decelerationb until station B. By adding the estimated time for the three phases, 
the estimated time to reach station B for the part B of Case 2 is equal to: 

 
2
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02'

0
)( t

v
ddDtt

d
remaining �

��
��  (3.38) 

 
Case 3  

Case 3 represents a vehicle far enough to station B to accelerate until reaching the maximal 
designed-speed dv . Then the vehicle will run at the constant maximal designed-speed. A 
vehicle with the current data ),( 00 vd  belongs to Case 3 if and only if: 

 d
d vvDddd

d
v

����� 0210
1

2

)(  (3.39) 

As for the part B of Case 2, the vehicle movement can be split into three phases: 
acceleration, constant speed and deceleration. During the acceleration phase, which applies 
until dvv � , the following equations hold. 

 0vatv ��  (3.40) 

 00
2

2
dtvtad ���  (3.41) 

Let’s calculate the distance '
0d  from station A, the speed '

0v  and the time '
0t when the light rail 

train reaches the maximal designed-speed dv . 

 dvv �'
0  (3.42) 
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 0
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Then the vehicle will run at constant speed until 2dDd ��  and finally decrease its speed 
with a decelerationb until station B. By adding the estimated time for the three phases, the 
estimated time to reach station B for Case 3 is equal to: 
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Case 4 

Case 4 represents a vehicle running at normal (or low) speed and approaching station B. 
The distance until the downstream station is too small to reach the maximal designed-speed dv  
and the speed is lower than the speed profile for this distance. Case 4 should be split into two 
parts as shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8: Distinction of the two parts of Case 4  

 
The part A represents a vehicle with a speed high enough for the driver, which doesn’t need 

to accelerate to reach station B. In this case, the driver is assumed to let the vehicle roll as in 
Case 2. Then, when the vehicle reaches the blue line in Figure 3.8, the driver will use the brake 
with a deceleration equal tob . The vehicle will end its run at station B. 

The part B represents a vehicle with a current speed too low to reach station B. So the driver 
has to accelerate to increase its speed. The driver is assumed to accelerate with an 
acceleration a  until the vehicle reaches the red line, and then decrease its speed with a 
deceleration equal to c  to stop at station B. As the vehicle is really close to the platform and 
running at low speed, the driver is assumed to brake smoother than usual. The limit case is 
represented by Equation (3.46). 

 )(2 dDcv ��  (3.46) 

Let’s calculate the time to reach station B for a vehicle in part A of Case 4. A vehicle belongs 
to this area if and only if: 

 )(2
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 (3.47) 

First, the driver is assumed to increase its deceleration when Equation (3.27) is satisfied 
(blue line).  Let’s calculate the distance '

0d  from station A, the speed '
0v  and the time '

0t  when the 
vehicle modifies its deceleration from c tob , which is similar to calculation done for the part A of 
Case 2. So the distance '

0d , the speed '
0v  and the time '

0t are described in Equations (3.31), 

(3.32) and (3.33). After a time '
0t , the vehicle has a speed '

0v and a distance '
0d  from station A 

and will decelerate with a decelerationb  until it reaches station B. So the estimated time to 
reach station B for the part A of Case 4 is equal to: 
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 The trajectory of the vehicle is described in Figure 3.9 for both parts of Case 4. 

A 

B 

2dD � D0

dv
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Figure 3.9: Representation of the different trajectories for the fourth area 

Let’s now calculate the time to reach station B for a vehicle in the part B of Case 4. As 
shown in Figure 3.9, the vehicle will increase its speed and Equations (3.40) and (3.41) holds 
until:  

 )(2 dDcv ��  (3.49) 

So the time can be expressed as a function of the speed in Equation (3.40) and be injected 
in Equation (3.41). Therefore 
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So, Equations (3.49) and (3.50) represent a system of two equations with two 
unknowns ),( vd  which gives us the searched distance '

0d  from station A, the searched speed 
'
0v  and the searched time '

0t when the vehicle changes its behavior from the acceleration phase 
to the deceleration phase: 
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Now after a time '
0t , the vehicle is assumed to decrease its speed with a constant 

deceleration c  until it reaches station B. So the estimated time to reach station B for the part B 
of Case 4 is equal to: 
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0 ��  (3.54) 

 
Finally, the time to reach station B has been calculated for each case. More detailed 

calculation can be found in Annex B. 
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Other statistical indicators will be used such as the percentage of the deviation distribution 
which is within the following ranges: � �sec10sec;10� , � �sec30sec;30�  or � �sec60sec;60� . The 
last value is important for a passenger point of view, because some operators start to count 
delays after 60 seconds [17]. Moreover, the 50%, 75% and 95% confidence intervals will be 
measured.  

The peak value of the curve will be also given. The curve looks like a Gaussian curve, so 
only one peak value is present. As the distribution of the differences between predicted and 
actual arrival time follows a Gaussian curve, the width at half maximum is also a hint 
concerning the prediction quality. For example, if two curves have a really high peak value, the 
smaller the width at half maximum, the more scattered is the distribution, which should be 
avoided. In general, a high width at half maximum means that most of the value are close to the 
average value. Its advantage compare to the standard deviation is to not be impacted by 
extreme differences between the predicted and actual arrival times. 

Passengers do not have the same feeling if a light rail train is earlier than expected or 
delayed [19]. Therefore it is important to define some indicators to estimate to what extent the 
model underestimates the remaining waiting time. The average of the negative values and the 
standard deviation of the negative values are calculated and expressed in Equations (3.57) and 
(3.58). A negative value means that the predicted waiting time is shorter than the actual waiting 
time. This situation should be avoided as often as possible. 
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4 CASE STUDY 

4.1 System description 

The Bergen Light Rail Train is a recent project which was launched in 2008. The first stage 
of the Bergen Light Rail Train was finished in June 2010. It was mainly composed of 15 stations 
between Byparken (the city centre) and Nesttun, which are distanced of 9.8km. Figure 4.1 
represents a schema of the line where the main proportions have been conserved. The line is 
composed of 25 crossings and 4 tunnels. The load profile is also shown. Every day around 
31 000 passengers are travelling with Bybanen [20]. The second phase concerns the extension 
of the line with five new stations. Finally, the last step should link the city centre to the airport.  

In the city centre, tracks are shared with the bus network which represents the main 
component of the public transportation in Bergen. The main Bybanen objective was to reduce 
the road congestion in the city centre caused by the population growth. Indeed, Bergen is the 
second biggest city in Norway (according to its number of inhabitants) and the city is 
surrounded by seven mountains which make access difficult. A political agreement named “the 
Bergen Program for Transport, Urban Development and the Environment” has been signed for 
an investment of 5.3 millions NOK [21], mostly financed by the state and by the implementation 
of toll roads around the city centre. It aims to build the new light rail train Bybanen, a new tunnel 
and to improve the cyclist roads and pedestrians area. 

THALES is a sub-contractor of Bybanen Utbygging for the two first phases and was in 
charge of the telecommunication systems: Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS), 
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA), Intercom, Closed-Circuit TeleVision 
(CCTV), Public Address... One of the main issues was to test and validate the new systems and 
software without disruptions of the operating system.  

4.2 Traffic management 

The timetable is composed of 21 trips divided into two periods of rush-hour during the 
weekdays: one in the morning (06h30-09h30) and one in the afternoon (13h-17h30). The 
schedule headway is fifteen minutes during the night, normally equal to 10 minutes and lowered 
to 5 minutes during periods of rush-hour. Seventeen light rail trains are currently in operation 
and the number of drivers is around seventy. The management would like to avoid delays. 
Therefore they ask drivers to leave the terminus on-time, which means the regulation is based 
on the applicable timetable. Drivers should respect some rules. First, they are not allowed to 
leave the terminus before the scheduled departure time. Then, the driver should not take into 
consideration the delays of other light rail trains. They have to wait for the previous vehicles 
only if the signalization requires it. Moreover, the dwell time at a platform depends on the 
number of passengers and on the drivers. Basically, they precisely respect the timetable at the 
terminus but not in other stations. In consequence, the dwell time may be strongly dependent 
on exogenous variables.     

The passenger’s information is mainly composed of the waiting time for the two next 
vehicles at each platform. The waiting time corresponds to the difference between the expected 
arrival time at the station and the current time. As the regulation is only based on timetable at 
the terminus, the prediction of the departure time at the terminus is not considered. Only the 
arrival time in stations will be computed. Indeed, the departure time at the terminus is based on 
the trip chaining of the different vehicles. As data on trip chaining are not available in our case 
study, the model assumes that a vehicle is in commercial operation as soon as it leaves one of 
the terminuses. 
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the Bybanen line between Byparken and Nesttun 
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4.3 Data collection 

As part of the THALES team for the Bergen project, it was possible to have access to all 
available data send by the different components of the light rail trains and along the tracks to 
the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS). It is mainly composed of three kinds of 
information: 

- Vehicle location from GPS, 
- Vehicle location from odometer 
- Activation of loops and track circuits. 

Thanks to data, the AVLS, developed by THALES Florence, is able to know the exact 
position of light rail trains along the line and displays them on a screen. In consequence, it is 
assumed that the light rail train position is considered as an input of the problem. Moreover, 
Quality of Service (QOS) data storage keeps record of all the previous travel times and dwell 
times from the last six months. This information is registered with the date, the hour, the 
deviation from the schedule and the vehicle service. These data can be used for the historical 
analysis, which represent the first part of the improvement. 

According to data collected from Stadler, the Bybanen rolling stock supplier, the following 
values are considered as inputs of the study case for the different models: 

1

2

2

.266.0
.8.0
.25.1

�

�

�

����

��

��

smcondeceleratirollfree
smbondecelerati
smaonaccelerati

 

The acceleration is equivalent to the highest possible acceleration for the light rail train, 
whereas the deceleration is lower than the highest deceleration, which is reserved for 
emergency situations. To conclude, the necessary inputs of the model are the current position 
of the vehicle along the line, a database which contains the previous travel and dwell times over 
6 months (February 2013 – July 2013) and technical data on vehicle (acceleration and 
deceleration).  

4.4 Prediction scheme of the AVLS 

As the prediction scheme of the AVLS is link-based, for a light rail train located at the 
station p  or between the station p  and the station 1�p , the prediction time predT  at the station 

q is the sum of the remaining time to reach the next station remainingt  and of the different 
reference travel times and dwell times as expressed in Equation (4.1).  
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��

���
1

1

1

1

q

pi

q

pi
iiremainingpred DTtT  (4.1) 

In the AVLS system in operation, the dwell time is equal to 20 seconds for each platform 
and the travel time is either 40 seconds or 100 seconds for the links. Table 4.1 precisely 
provides implemented travel times for each link. 
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Station BYP NOS BYS NYG FLO DAP KRO BRS WER SLE SLB FAN PAR HOP NES 

Expected ingoing 
travel time (sec) NA 40 100 100 40 100 100 100 40 100 40 100 100 100 100 

Expected outgoing 
travel time (sec) 100 40 100 40 100 100 40 40 100 100 100 100 100 40 NA 

Table 4.1: Implemented travel time in the AVLS 
 

 As described in §3.2, the calculation of the remaining time remainingt  to reach the next station 
differs if a train dwells at a stop or runs between two stations. In the first case, calculations are 
similar to those which are described in §3.2.3. Please refer to this paragraph for further details.  

If the light rail train runs between stations A and B, let’s call BT  the predicted arrival time at 
station B, nowT the time when the prediction is made by the model, d the current position of the 
vehicle and D the distance between stations A and B. Therefore, the arrival time to reach the 
downstream stop is estimated by the AVLS as: 

 
T

D
dTT nowB ��  (4.2) 

The estimation is based on the Rule of Three, which means that if the distance between the 
vehicle and the next station is equal to xD , where x  represents a percentage, the estimation of 
the time to reach the next platform will be xT . The time and the travelled distance are linearly 
dependent. The Rule of Three is not representative of the reality but it is the simplest way to 
approximate the remaining time to reach the next platform. 
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5 APPLICATION  

In this chapter, the methodology described in §3 is applied to the study case described in §4. 
First a study of the dwell times at each stop will be done in order to analyze theirs variations. A 
similar analysis will be carried out for the travel time. Finally, the remaining time to reach the 
next platform will be estimated with both models: designed-speed model and speed/position 
model. 

5.1 Dwell time analysis 

In public transports, the dwell time is defined as the time between the arrival and the 
departure of a vehicle at a given station. In our case, drivers don’t have a minimum dwell time 
to respect at each station. In consequence, it depends on the passengers flow, on the visibility 
or on the driver switch. Light rail trains are more flexible than trains because train drivers have 
to wait for the official departure time before leaving every station. On the other hand, the 
departure time of a bus is really dependent on traffic conditions and on passenger flow.  

In order to have an overview of the possible dwell time variations along a day or along a 
week, an analysis of the dwell time will be done. The methodology will consist in the following 
steps: data collecting, data filtering, analysis, model improving and results. 

For the statistical analysis, only small deviations will be considered. Indeed, large deviations 
of the dwell time are related to exceptional delays, which mean that the operators have asked 
drivers to wait at their respective position. It is important to remind that in our study case, 
drivers are supposed to leave the terminus on time according to the timetable. The dwell time 
on terminus will therefore not be analyzed.  

So, we consider the dwell time for every station which is not a terminus. Thirteen stations 
fulfill this requirement. Each station is composed of two platforms: one for vehicles in direction 
of Byparken (ingoing) and one for vehicles in direction of Nesttun (outgoing). It means that 
twenty six variations ),( hddi�  of the dwell time will be introduced. 

 
Data source 

To perform the study of the dwell time, a set of 6-month data, which contains 482251 arrival 
times is available. Data are composed of telegrams which are received from the on-board 
system and contain the information of the arrival time and the departure time for each light rail 
train for each station. The difference between those values results in the dwell time at a station.  

Unfortunately, it wasn’t possible to have access to the Skyss database, which is composed 
of the history of the number of passengers which have registered through the ticket machine 
inside the vehicle. It could have been useful to find a relation between the variation of the dwell 
time and the flow of passengers at the station.  
 
Data filtering 

As explained in §3.2.2, the on-board system is reliable, but it can happen that data are not 
collected for a station. It is really important to have a clear database, so a filter is applied to 
delete incomplete data or exceptionally long dwell time. In case of incomplete data, associated 
data are deleted from the database. For example, if only the departure time is given, then the 
arrival time is not important anymore for this stop. 

 The second scenario is more difficult to analyse. A long dwell time can have different 
origins: vehicle failure, inconsistent data due to a wrong OBS synchronisation, evacuation of a 
passenger, huge delays… For the statistical analysis, we need to calculate the most frequent 
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dwell time at a platform. Or, a long dwell time represents an exceptional scenario and should 
not be taken into account in our statistical analysis. To determine the highest acceptable dwell 
time for the statistical deviation analysis, the average and the standard deviation are calculated 
for each platform and are summarized in Table 5.1.  

 
Station NOS BYS NYG FLO DAP KRO BRS WER SLE SLB FAN PAR HOP 

Ingoing average 
(sec) 26.3 20.2 23.1 21.7 27.5 28 22.4 23.5 25.

3 
19.
9 24.4 21.3 19.3 

Ingoing standard 
deviation (sec) 17 9 7.8 6.1 11.3 13.1 13.3 9.9 8.8 5.9 9.9 9.6 7 

Outgoing 
average (sec) 25.8 20.4 23.4 26.6 28.2 30.8 23.2 24.2 26.

6 
20.
2 25.1 20.7 20.8 

Outgoing 
standard 
deviation (sec) 

7.2 7.1 7.7 10.3 8.1 15.4 50.9 8.4 44.
3 5.9 6 5.6 14.4 

Table 5.1: Average and standard deviation of the dwell time at each platform 

In Table 5.1, standard deviations are between 5 and 51 seconds. According to the Transit 
Capacity and Quality of Service Manual [22], usual standard deviations for rail systems with an 
average dwell time included between 20 and 30 seconds are around 5 or 10 seconds. Except 
for few stops, the Bergen light rail system is in phase with other similar rail systems even if the 
standard deviation is slightly higher. 

 A value can be qualified of abnormal if the difference between this value and the average 
value is bigger than 3 times the standard deviation. In our case, the maximal average value is 
around 30 seconds and the maximal standard deviation is around 50 seconds, so we assume 
that dwell times higher than 180 seconds are considered as abnormally long and will not be 
taken into account for the following calculations in this chapter.  

Analysis 

In the AVLS system, all the dwell times are equal to 20 seconds. However, it makes sense 
that dwell times may vary between two platforms and along the day or the week. The average 
dwell time doesn’t represent a trustful indicator to know the most common dwell time at a 
station. The following example will explain it.  

In Table 5.1, the average dwell time is 26.6 seconds for the platform Sletten outgoing 
(number 10). However, according to Figure 5.1, the most common dwell time for this platform is 
23 seconds. In consequence, there is a difference between the average dwell time and the 
most common dwell time at a platform which can be explained. Indeed, it often happens a light 
rail train remains longer than expected at a station, but it is quite exceptional that the dwell time 
is shorter than 10 seconds. So, the skewness of the slop is positive as shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Occurrence of the dwell time at Sletten ingoing 

The deviation between the expected dwell time and the most common dwell time is equal to 
3 seconds for this platform. In order to improve the predictions calculation, the stored value of 
the expected dwell time in the system should be tuned. Table 5.2 represents new data which 
will be implemented in the model. They represent the most common dwell times from each 
platform as shown for the platform Sletten ingoing in Figure 5.1. 

Station NOS BYS NYG FLO DAP KRS BRS WER SLE SLB FAN PAR HOP 

Expected ingoing 
dwell time (sec) 23 19 21 19 24 22 20 22 23 19 23 20 18 

Expected outgoing 
dwell time (sec) 24 20 21 20 25 23 21 23 23 19 24 19 19 

Table 5.2: Implemented dwell time at each platform 

The difference between the real dwell times and the most common value (model with tuning) 
is compared to the difference between the real dwell time and the implemented dwell time (20 
seconds for all stops) in Figure 5.2. Both curves have a positive skewness. However, the 
skewness of the model with tuning is smaller and its peak value is higher, which means that the 
differences are usually closer to the value 0 for the model with tuning. Now, it is interesting to 
analyse the variations of the dwell time along a day or along a week.  

Considering the dwell time is highly related to the passenger flow, it can be expected than 
the dwell time is lower during a night than during a rush-hour. To study the dependency of the 
dwell time with the time, Figure 5.3 represents the percentage of occurrence of the difference 
between the real dwell time and the most common dwell time for all platforms. The curve 
08:00:00 gathers all light rain trains with a departure time from a station included in the time slot 
8am-9am. As there is almost no traffic during the night except on Fridays and Saturdays, a time 
slot 1am-6am has been created to collect enough information to perform a correct analysis. A 
shift of the peak for the different curves can be seen. For a better understanding, the deviation 
related to the peak values along the day is represented in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.2: Occurrence of the dwell time deviation 
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Figure 5.3: Percentage of the deviation occurrence depending of the time. 
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Figure 5.4: Most common deviation of the dwell time by time slot. 

 According to Figure 5.4, the dwell time is shorter during the night (between 22pm and 7am) 
than during a rush-hour (between 14pm and 17pm). The rush-hour is quite early compare to 
other European cities because it is common to leave the office around 15pm in Norway. There 
is surprisingly no long dwell time during the morning rush-hour (between 7am and 9 am). In 
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, there is no distinction between the weekdays and  the days of the 
week end. Passenger flow is smaller during the weekend in the morning than during the 
weekdays. The distinction between the weekdays and weekends is shown in Figure 5.5, where 
it is possible to observe a different behaviour during the weekends. This distinction has to be 
taken in consideration. 
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Figure 5.5: Most common deviation of the dwell time by time slot during weekdays and weekends 
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Model improving 

After having analysed the global behaviour of the dwell time along the line, two 
improvements have been found. First, the expected dwell time should be tuned for each 
platform instead of establishing it equal to 20 seconds everywhere. The most common dwell 
time, which matches with the peak value of the occurrence of the dwell time, will be designed 
as the expected value as described in Table 5.2.  

Then, the dwell time is highly related to the passenger flow, which fluctuates along a day and 
along a week. In order to study this phenomenon, trends have been found out along a day and 
along a week. It has been shown that the weekdays and the days of the week end have two 
different behaviours, so the fluctuation of the dwell time should be clearly separated. Finally, 
Table 5.3 shows the time-related deviation of the dwell time ),( hddi� . It applies for every 
station which is not a terminus. 

 

Time interval  

(week end) 
),( hddi�  (seconds) Time interval 

(weekdays) 
),( hddi�  

(seconds) 

07:30 – 09:00 -1 07:00 – 09:00 0 

09:00 – 13:30 0 09:00 – 18:00 1 

13:30 – 14:30 1 18:00 – 21:30 0 

14:30 – 18:30 -1 21:30 – 00:30 -2 

18:30 – 19:30 1 00:30 – 07:00 -1 

19:30 – 20:30 0   

20:30 – 07:30 -2   
Table 5.3: Implemented variable dwell time along a day 

 
Results 

To compare the results of these modifications, Figure 5.6 represents the occurrence of the 
dwell time deviation. The peak value and the full width at half maximum are two good indicators 
to estimate the accuracy of the model. According to Figure 5.6, some conclusions can be 
drawn. First, the tuning of the dwell time for each platform has improved the model. Indeed, the 
most common dwell time depends on the platform, because the passenger flow is different for 
each platform. However, it is not really appropriate to use the average of the dwell time as a 
reference. Indeed, it was shown that the average doesn’t really fit with our statistical studies. 
The peak value of the occurrence of the dwell time was preferred. Table 5.4 summarizes the 
different results for the three models. It can be seen that the model with time-dependent dwell 
times has the highest peak value but its accuracy is comparable to the model with tuning. There 
is a small shift between the two curves which correspond to the time-dependent dwell times. 
So, the model with time-dependent dwell times improves a bit the accuracy, but this model can 
not be applied for a light rail train under construction because it requires historical data.  

Finally, it has been shown that the variations of the dwell time depend on the day (weekdays 
or day of week end) and on the time (rush hour or night period). In order to take these 
parameters into account, a delta of the expected dwell time was added to the prediction as 
described in Equation (5.1). The value *

iD  represents the new implemented dwell time that can 
be found in Table 5.2 and the value ),( hddi� represents the variations of the dwell times, 
which depend on the stop, the day and the time as described in Table 5.3. 
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Model 
Percentage of the dwell 

time deviation lower than 
5s  

Percentage of the 
dwell time deviation 

lower than 10s 

Original 67.7% 87.9% 

Tuned model 72.3% 91% 

Model with time-
dependent dwell times 74% 89.6% 

Table 5.4: Results of the different dwell time model 
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Figure 5.6: Occurrence of the dwell time deviation 

5.2 Travel time analysis 

In public transport systems, the travel time between two stations is defined as the difference 
between the arrival time at the station N  and the departure time from the station 1�N . Most 
public transport systems interact with other systems (road traffic, pedestrians…). So, it makes 
harder to anticipate possible problems or delays.  

A rail light train has strong interactions with traffic dynamics at crossings and with pedestrian 
area. These three components can cause delays, which can not be anticipated. Moreover, 
tunnels are also sensible areas because drivers have to decrease their speed in tunnel if the 
lights are on, which happens when intrusion detectors are triggered. In this chapter, we will 
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focus on the statistical analysis of travel times along the line in order to improve predictions in 
the case of normal operation. The same methodology will be used than in §5.1: data collecting, 
filtering, analysing, model improving and comparing. 

For the statistical analysis, only the small deviations will be considered. As defined in 
Equation (3.2), the prediction of the arrival time is composed of travel times iT  between the 
stations i  and 1�i  and dwell times iD at the station i . After the statistical analysis, Equation 
(3.3) gives the new prediction time where ),( hdti�  and ),( hddi�  respectively represent the 
variation of the dwell time and the variations of the travel time due to exogenous parameters. 

In §5.1, the variation of the dwell time ),( hddi� has been considered. In this chapter, the 
variation of the travel time ),( hdti�  between two stations will be studied. It is important to 
remind that the main line is composed of fifteen stations. All light rail trains are supposed to 
leave the terminus according to the timetable. Each station is composed of two platforms in 
opposing directions, which means the main line can be divided into twenty eight sections. So, 
twenty eight travel times should be considered. 

Data source 

To study the variation of the travel time, a set of 6-month data which contains 482251 arrival 
times  is available. As discussed in §5.1.1, the departure time and the arrival time for each train 
and for each platform can be extracted. Unfortunately, the AVLS doesn’t manage the following 
signals: priority detection, tunnel signal. But it seems logical that the behaviour of the crossings 
and the behaviour of the signalisation at tunnel entrance are strongly related to the travel time 
and can be at the origin of some delays.  

Data filtering 

As done in §5.1.2, a filter is applied to have an operational database. Incomplete data and 
exceptionally long travel times due to huge perturbations will not be taken into account. In order 
to detect outliers, the average and the standard deviation are calculated for each segment in 
Table 5.5: Average and standard deviation of the travel time for each segmentTable 5.5. 

It can be seen than the standard deviation is often inferior to 100 seconds and the average 
value is around 60 seconds. A value can be qualified of abnormal if the difference between this 
value and the average value is bigger than 3 times the standard deviation.  In our study, it was 
decided to ignore all the travel times higher than 360 seconds in order to focus on a normal 
traffic situation.  

 

Segment BYP NOS BYS NYG FLO DAP KRO BRS WER SLE SLB FAN PAR HOP NES 

Ingoing average 
(sec) NA 80.1 66.1 89.2 58.1 93.6 88.6 65.9 57.9 91.

5 
84.
9 95.6 91.8 91.4 96 

Ingoing standard 
deviation (sec) NA 37.9 95 46.4 48.6 73 10.8 43.4 9.6 8.9 41.

5 12.6 7.7 7.4 31.5 

Outgoing 
average (sec) 61.2 62 97.9 58.5 97.3 87.6 56.8 75.9 91.6 81.

7 
92.
2 95.4 97.8 109 NA 

Outgoing 
standard 
deviation (sec) 

53.9 82.6 97.8 47.6 82 58.5 41.5 68.6 84.2 69.
6 

90.
9 18.2 81.5 114 NA 

Table 5.5: Average and standard deviation of the travel time for each segment 
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Direction Byparken – Nesttun (outgoing) Nesttun – Byparken 
(ingoing) 

Average travel time (sec) 1435 1466 

Standard deviation of the travel time (sec) 121 128 

Table 5.6: Average and standard deviation of the travel time for the complete line 

Table 5.6 shows the averages and the standard deviation of the travel time for both 
directions. It can be seen that the average travel time is almost equivalent to the sum of the 
average travel time for each section and of the dwell time for each stop in the associated 
direction. The interesting point is a really low standard deviation. The first explanation is the 
non-linearity of the standard deviation function. Then, it seems that drivers have the possibility 
to drive faster than usually or to make shorter dwell time if they are late. Finally, given the small 
size of the rail system in Bergen and the high schedule headway, a delayed vehicle doesn’t 
impact so much other vehicles. Moreover, a vehicle getting late in a section can run with a 
normal speed in the following sections. These data confirm the choice of a link-based prediction 
scheme. The sections can be seen as independent from each other. 

Analysis 

At the beginning of the process, the same procedure is used than in §5.1.3. Indeed, the 
implemented travel times in the current AVLS are either 40 seconds or 100 seconds. These 
values should be tuned in order to improve the global behaviour of the system. The analysis of 
the most common travel time over the six last months are shown in the Table 5.7 for every 
section. 

 

Station BYP NOS BYS NYG FLO DAP KRO BRS WER SLE SLB FAN PAR HOP NES 

Expected ingoing 
travel time (sec) NA 77 62 88 57 91 88 63 55 90 84 94 92 91 94 

Expected outgoing 
travel time (sec) 57 60 94 58 95 87 55 74 88 79 91 93 95 86 NA 

Table 5.7: Most common travel time for each portion 

With the current model of predictions, the percentage of the occurrence of the travel time 
deviation is shown in Figure 5.7. The implemented travel time doesn’t fit at all with the reality 
because no peak value can be observed for the pink curve. So the tuning of the implemented 
travel time improves the accuracy as shown by the blue curve in Figure 5.7.  

 
Results 

With the tuning, the average of the travel time deviations is around 0. The improvement is 
really huge between the two curves. We can now wonder if the travel time is time-dependent. 
Figure 5.8 represents the occurrence of the travel time deviation for different departure times. 
Contrary to dwell times, travel times don’t depend on the number of passengers. The external 
parameters which can have an influence are the following: road traffic, crossing behaviour, 
pedestrian areas or visibility due to a low daylight. 
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Figure 5.7: Occurrence of the travel time deviation 
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Figure 5.8: Percentage of the deviation occurrence of the travel time depending of the time. 

 
It is not possible to see some trends concerning the time-dependence in Figure 5.8. This is 

even more obvious in Figure 5.9. Concerning travel time, there is no time-dependency. So the 
only variation which will be implemented in the model is the tuning of the default travel time for 
every section. Table 5.7 summarizes the values for every section and Figure 5.7 shows the 
result of this analysis. This chapter has shown how difficult it is to find some variations for the 
next travel time, but it hasn’t considered the estimation of the remaining travel to reach the next 
platform when the light rail train is running, which can not be done with historical data. The 
current position and current speed of the light rail train should be used as inputs to precisely 
estimate the arrival time to the next station, which is the matter of the next paragraph. 
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Figure 5.9: Most common deviation of the travel time by time slot. 

 

5.3 Deriving the time for arrival at the downstream station with current data 

AVLS model  

This section describes the behaviour of the current AVLS model, which is used as a 
benchmark. From the historical database, it is possible to extract the effective arrival times at 
stops. Moreover, some log files from the current AVLS system have been used. It is possible to 
extract from them predictions done by the AVLS. Collected data are train number, station name 
and platform name where the prediction applies, predicted arrival time done by the AVLS and 
the time when this information has been written in the log files. So a delta time can occur 
between the time when a prediction was calculated and the time when it has been written in the 
log file. With these log files and the historical database, it is possible to compare the predicted 
arrival time with the actual arrival time. The deviation between these two values has been 
calculated and its distribution is shown in Figure 5.10. 83% of the predictions have a deviation 
smaller than one minute. 57% of them have a deviation smaller than 30 seconds. These results 
are quite good. Usually the prediction performance for a bus system is lower because traffic 
dynamics generate greater uncertainty [4].  However, this model is only based on Rule of Three 
and could probably be improved. 
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Figure 5.10: Prediction accuracy of the current AVLS model.  

The code of the AVLS is very complex because it should manage a lot of information and 
many interfaces (interface Web, signalisation, Passenger information displays…). Our study 
scope is limited to the prediction calculation. In order to be more flexible with the modification of 
the code, a model in VBA has been developed to replicate the behaviour of the AVLS for the 
prediction scheme. Only the core of the prediction calculation is present in the VBA code. The 
developed code can be found in Annexe A. The AVLS model present in the VBA application is 
the benchmark of the study.  

First, the prediction done by the AVLS (available in log files) and the prediction done by the 
VBA application should be compared. The prediction schemes of these two systems are similar. 
They should yield similar predictions for the same scenario. Every time a prediction is written on 
a log file, the vehicle number, the stop, the predicted arrival time and the time when the line has 
been written are given. With these indications, the VBA application looks for the last known 
position of the vehicle in the historical database and calculates the arrival time for the dedicated 
stop. A comparison between both results is done to assess its adequacy. The distribution of the 
difference between the two implementations of the prediction scheme is shown in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the VBA model with the current AVLS model.  

   
Figure 5.11 shows that the VBA model is really close to the current AVLS model. None of 

the differences exceeds 25 seconds. We can see that it is no centred in zero. One of the 
reasons which could explain this phenomenon is the reference time. Indeed, the AVLS 
prediction (present on the log files) was made before the prediction was written on the log files. 
So, the VBA application and the AVLS do not exactly calculate the prediction with the same 
current time NowT , which can explain some differences between the two outputs. 

Designed-speed model  

 
The designed-speed model has been implemented in the VBA application. So the inputs for 

the AVLS model and the designed-speed model are the same. For each link, the designed-
speed profile has been calculated according to §3.2.4.1. An example of the remaining time 

remainingt  to reach downstream stop is shown in Figure 5.12 as a function of the travelled 
distance. It has been calculated for the specific link Byparken – Nonneseter with a designed 
travel time of 59 seconds.  
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Figure 5.12: Estimation of the time to reach the next platform depending on the distance  

 

In order to compare both models, only few estimations of the waiting time will be calculated. 
Indeed, the two models in the VBA application use the same mode of calculation when the train 
dwells at the station. The prediction of the arrival platform of the vehicle will be different only if a 
light rail train is running between two stations, which means 0
d . Only these predictions are 
calculated and compared in the following results. Figure 5.13 represents the deviation between 
the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival time only for the next platform and only if the 
vehicle is running between two stations.  
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Figure 5.13: Deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival time for the next 

platform and for running vehicles  

Figure 5.13 shows quite good results, even if it does not represent all the predictions but 
only a subset of it. The accuracy is very high because the average of the calculated waiting 

1d 2dD �
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times is smaller than if all the predictions have been taken into account. The calculated waiting 
times are almost always inferior to 200 seconds, which leave few space to incertitude and 
explain the high accuracy. Table 5.8 shows some indicators for both models. 

 

 
  

Current 
model 

Designed-
speed 
model 

Peak value (%) 25.1 31.8 

Average (sec) 3.45 4.6 

Standard deviation (sec) 27.1 30.1 

Table 5.8: Results between the current model and the designed-speed model 

It can be seen in Table 5.8 that the average of the current model is smaller than the 
designed-speed model. According to the designed-speed model, the deceleration phase takes 
longer than with the current model. So, the expected waiting time will be estimated higher than 
with the current model. As described before, the passengers expect to arrive on time to their 
destination. If not, they will consider their travel unpleasant. That’s why it is better to have a 
positive deviation than a negative deviation. So, even if the average of the designed-speed 
model is higher than those of the current model, the designed-speed model improves the 
performance of the system, because it reduces the number of negatives deviation and the 
number of predictions which overestimate by more than 25 seconds compared with the actual 
arrival time. 

Speed-position model  

In order to compare the three models, predictions will be calculated and compared only if the 
light rail train is running between two stations ( 0
d ). In this case, the predictions of the arrival 
platform of the vehicle will be different for each model. An example of the remaining time 

remainingt  to reach downstream stop is shown in Figure 5.14 as a function of the travelled 
distance and the current vehicle speed. It has been calculated for the specific link Byparken – 
Nonneseter with a designed travel time of 59 seconds. 

In Figure 5.14, the remaining time to reach the platform is lower if the current speed is higher 
which makes sense. The continuity of the remaining is assured except for the part B of Case 4. 
Indeed, it can be seen that a small discontinuity between it and Case 3. It represents a vehicle 
approaching station B and its driver decides either to accelerate to reach the maximal designed 
speed (Case 3), either to accelerate enough to reach the station (part B of Case 4).    

Figure 5.15 represents the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 
time only for the next platform and only if the train is running between two stations for the three 
models. 
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Figure 5.14: Representation of the remaining travel time for the speed/position model as function 

of the current vehicle position and speed  
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Figure 5.15: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for the next platform and for running vehicles  
 

Figure 5.15 indicates that the speed/position model has good results, but not better than the 
designed-speed model. The speed/position model has higher performances than the current 
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model, especially for negative deviations. Table 5.9 shows a summary of performance 
indicators for the three models. 

 

 
  

Current 
model 

Designed-
speed 
model 

Speed / 
position 
model 

Peak value (%) 25.1 31.8 30.3 

Average (sec) 3.45 4.6 4.05 

Standard deviation (sec) 27.1 30.1 29.1 

Table 5.9: Comparison between the three models 
 

Compare to the current model, the designed-speed and speed/position models improve the 
performance of the prediction because their peak values are higher and the occurrence of the 
negative deviations is lower. An examination of an individual portion revealed that the global 
behaviour of the three models shown in Figure 5.15 is observed on all sections. 

In order to figure out how the speed/position model could be improved, the occurrence of the 
deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival time has been analyzed for 
each case of the speed profile model defined in Figure 3.5, as shown in Figure 5.16. The same 
inputs have been used than before. For each input, the VBA application calculates in which 
case the vehicle belongs thanks to its position. Finally the results have been split depending on 
the attached case. The different curves exercise the same behaviour as the general one except 
for the part B of Case 4, which could be improved. Indeed, the peak value for this curve is 
around  -10 seconds. 
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Figure 5.16: Representation of the occurrence of the deviation according to the area 

  

The part B of Case 4 corresponds to a case where the vehicle approaches the station with a 
very low speed. In this case, the driver increases the vehicle speed and then decreases it to 
reach the station. As many deviations are negatives, the waiting time is underestimated by the 
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system. So, the vehicle usually takes more time than expected. So a possible improvement 
should be to analyse the run of different light rail trains when they are approaching a station 
with low speed in order to adjust this behaviour.  

In order to measure the impact of this problem, Figure 5.17 shows the percentage of 
occurrence of each case. For every position from historical data, the case to which the position 
is attached is calculated. Then, it allows a better understanding of the impacts of each case. 
The less accurate case (Part B of Case 4), represents 1% of the situation, so its impact is very 
small. 

Case 1
16%

Part A of Case 2
6%

Part B of Case 2
30%

Case 3
39%

Part A of Case 4
8%

Part B of Case 4
1%

 

Figure 5.17: Representation of the occurrence of the deviation according to the area 

After having analysed the prediction for the downstream stop for a running light rail train, the 
accuracy of the different models would be compared by analysing the complete set of 
predictions, which will be done in the next chapter. 
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6 MODEL COMPARISON 

6.1 Overall assessment 

As explained before, each model will be separately implemented. Before comparing them, 
we will describe briefly the different models and indicate in which paragraph it has been 
analysed: 

Model 0  Current model on site (§5.3.1)  

Model 0A Current model on site with hourly and daily dwell time variations (§5.3.1, §5.1 
and §5.2) 

Model 1  Designed-speed model (§5.3.2) 

Model 2  Speed/position model (§5.3.3) 

Every ten seconds, predictions are computerized for each platform for the next two light rail 
trains. Depending on the time, the vehicles can be distanced of five or ten minutes from each 
other. It means that over 50% of the computerized predictions deal with prediction horizons 
longer than 7 minutes. Within 7 minutes, a commercial vehicle can run through 5 stations. 
Figure 6.1 represents the distribution of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the 
actual arrival time for each model. Table 6.1 shows different indicators for these four models. 
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Figure 6.1: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for model 0, model 0A, model 1 and model 2 
 

 
  

Model 0 Model 0A Model 1 Model 2 

Peak value (%) 10.1 10.4 10.9 10.7 

Average (sec) -19 -16.3 -14.4 -15.1 

Standard deviation (sec) 57.6 51.6 48 49.7 

Skewness -0.3 -0.31 -0.3 -0.3 

Full-width at half maximum (sec) 30 30 25 30 
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Mean absolute error performance (sec) 30.2 28.6 28 28.3 

Delta time for � �%50%;50� (sec) 35 35 35 30 

Delta time for � �%75%;75� (sec) 75 70 65 65 

Delta time for � �%95%;95� (sec) 175 170 170 170 

Delta percentage for � �sec10sec;10�  (%) 42.2 43.4 44.5 44.3 

Delta percentage for � �sec30sec;30�  (%) 71.1 72.9 73.8 73.4 

Delta percentage for � �sec60sec;60�  (%) 87.7 89 89.4 89.2 

Negative average (sec) -24.4 -22.4 -21.2 -21.6 

Negative Standard deviation (sec) 55.7 54.3 54.1 54.2 

Table 6.1: Performance indicators for model 0, model 0A, model 1 and model 2 
  

It has been shown that the three new models (model 0A, model 1 and model 2) improve the 
accuracy. Indeed, the average value increases for each of the three models, which means that 
there are less negative deviations or smaller negative deviations with the new models. A 
negative deviation means that passengers are waiting longer than expected which should be 
avoided. Moreover, the peak value and the shares of predictions within the ranges 
� �sec10sec;10�  and � �sec30sec;30�  increase also with the new models, which means there are 
more values around the peak value, which is close to zero. Finally, the deviations shift closer to 
zero with the new models. 

 The three new models should be compared against each other. Model 1 and 2 have a similar 
behaviour for negative deviations. Concerning the positive deviations, it can be seen that they 
are usually higher for model 1 than for model 2. It explains also why model 2 has a better 
skewness and a better average value. The deviations are homogenously distributed around the 
peak value. In consequence, the peak value is lower for model 2. 

 Model 0A has a particular curve. The curve has the same shape as model 0, but the 
deviation seems to be a bit higher. It yields a less substantial improvement compared with the 
current model than models 1 and 2. 

 From an operator point of view, it is really important to get the correct information for both 
predictions (first and second vehicles at each station) as it has been calculated here. In the 
meanwhile, from a practical point of view, passengers are mostly interested in the immediate 
successive light rail train. So, if predictions have only been computerized for the next vehicle, 
the accuracy and the differences between the models become more significant as shown in 
next paragraph.     

6.2 Analysis of the short-term predictions. 

In this section, the accuracy of the prediction will be considered from a passenger point of 
view, which means that only the prediction for the immediate successive light rail train will be 
taken into account. Table 6.2 represents the distribution of the deviation between the predicted 
arrival time and the actual arrival time in this case and Table 6.2 shows the different indicators 
for these models. In this paragraph, the independent models 0, 1 and 2 have been analyzed 
given that the variation of the dwell time along a day or a week doesn’t impact a lot the 
accuracy of the short-term predictions.  
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Figure 6.2: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for model 0, model 1 and model 2 for short-term predictions. 
 

 
  

Model 0 Model 1 Model 2 

Peak value (%) 15 16 15.5 

Average (sec) -4.9 -4.38 -4.64 

Standard deviation (sec) 30.7 30.1 30.5 

Skewness -0.2 -0.15 -0.15 

Full-width at half maximum (sec) 25 20 25 

Mean absolute error performance (sec) 16.4 16.1 16.3 

Delta time for � �%50%;50� (sec) 20 20 20 

Delta time for � �%75%;75� (sec) 40 40 40 

Delta time for � �%95%;95� (sec) 95 90 95 

Delta percentage for � �sec10sec;10�  (%) 60.2 61.4 61.2 

Delta percentage for � �sec30sec;30�  (%) 89.2 89.6 89.3 

Delta percentage for � �sec60sec;60�  (%) 97 97 97 

Negative average (sec) -10.7 -10.3 -10.5 

Negative Standard deviation (sec) 43.8 43.7 43.8 

Table 6.2: Performance indicators for model 0, model 1 and model 2 for short-term predictions 

  Compared with the combined assessment for 2 approaching trains, the curves are more 
concentrated around the y-axis, which causes a smaller skewness for these curves. The 
performance is better than for the long-term predictions and, in this case, 97% of the 
predictions have less than one minute of difference with the actual arrival time of the train. So, 
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the system is very accurate for short-term predictions, which makes sense. However, the same 
conclusions can be drawn for each model and for the comparison between each other. 

6.3 Analysis of the combination of different models 

In the previous paragraph, each model was implemented independently. In this section, the 
combination of these models will be analyzed. Before comparing them, we will describe briefly 
the different combinations and indicate in which paragraph it was formulated: 

Model 0  Current model on site (§5.3.1)  

Model 1A Designed-speed model with hourly and daily dwell time variations (§5.3.2, §5.1 
and §5.2) 

Model 2A Speed/position model with hourly and daily dwell time variations (§5.3.3, §5.1 
and §5.2) 

 

Figure 6.3 represents the distribution of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and 
the actual arrival time obtained for each model. Table 6.3 shows the different indicators for 
these three models. 
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Figure 6.3: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for model 0, model 1A and model 2A. 
 
 It is evident that models 1A and 2A perform similarly to models 1 and 2, respectively. For 
example, the delta percentage for � �sec60sec;60� was respectively 89.4% and 89.2% for the 
models 1 and 2. For the models 1A and 2A, it is respectively 89.2% and 89%. Similar analysis 
can be done with almost all indicators. As explained in the previous chapter, the accuracy of the 
predictions depends on how many stations are present between the running vehicle and the 
platform whose prediction has been computerized. In our case, the changes done in our model 
have a huge impact in the short term predictions. In the models 0A, 1A and 2A, the main 
modification was done on the variations of the dwell time during along a day or a week, which 
means that it should impact the long term predictions but it doesn’t seem to be the case. So, in 
this case, there was no significant improvement with the implementation of time-dependent 
dwell times.  
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Model 0 Model 1A Model 2A 

Peak value (%) 10.1 10.8 10.7 

Average (sec) -19 -15.4 -16 

Standard deviation (sec) 57.6 49.6 51.4 

Skewness -0.3 -0.31 -0.31 

Full-width at half maximum (sec) 30 30 30 

Mean absolute error performance (sec) 30.2 28.2 28.5 

Delta time for � �%50%;50� (sec) 35 35 35 

Delta time for � �%75%;75� (sec) 75 70 70 

Delta time for � �%95%;95� (sec) 175 165 170 

Delta percentage for � �sec10sec;10�  (%) 42.2 44.4 44.1 

Delta percentage for � �sec30sec;30�  (%) 71.1 73.4 73 

Delta percentage for � �sec60sec;60�  (%) 87.7 89.2 89 

Negative average (sec) -24.4 -21.8 -22.2 

Negative Standard deviation (sec) 55.7 54.2 54.3 

Table 6.3: Performance indicators for model 0, model 1A and model 2A 
 

6.4 Analysis for different regular traffic conditions 

In the previous paragraph, combinations of the models have been tried and analyzed. It 
appears that the combinations of models bring worst results. That’s why only the models 0, 0A, 
1 and 2 will be analyzed in the following sections. Now, these models will be analyzed 
according to the traffic conditions. Three different categories can be formulated: 

Night    Every run between 10pm and 7am (headway schedule of 15 minutes)  

Week-end  Every run during the week-end during the daytime (headway schedule of 10 
minutes) 

Rush-hour  Every run with a headway schedule of 5 minutes 

 

Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 represent the distribution of the deviation between the 
predicted arrival time and the actual arrival time obtained for each model during the night 
period, during the week-end period and during the rush-hour respectively. In Annex C, the 
different indicators for these three periods and for the four models are shown. 
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Figure 6.4: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for the night period. 
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Figure 6.5: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for the week-ends. 
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Figure 6.6: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for the rush-hour. 
 

Models 1 and 2 similarly perform on each Figure. Model 0A has a similar behaviour to model 
0 during rush-hours and during the night, but it improves it a lot during the week-end period. So 
the delta time variations strongly affect the results during the week-end. It appears also that 
during rush-hour, the behaviour of the three models is really close. In contrary, models 1 and 2 
have better performances when the headway schedule is bigger. Moreover, models 0A, 1 and 2 
have a lower skewness compared to model 0 during week-ends. So, the new models over-
estimate the arrival time which is more comfortable for a passengers’ point of view. Figure 6.7, 
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 represent the distribution of the deviation between the predicted 
arrival time and the actual arrival time obtained during the night period, during the week-end 
period and during the rush-hour for each model (model 0A, 1 and 2 respectively).  
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Figure 6.7: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for the model 0A. 
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Figure 6.8: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for the model 1. 
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Figure 6.9: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for the model 2. 
 

According to these graphs, the prediction systems are less accurate during the rush hour. 
Indeed, the traffic density is higher so the chances to face huge delays is more important. In 
order to analyze the differences between these three models, it can be relevant to analyze their 
behavior in the case of huge delays, which is presented in the next section.  
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6.5 Analysis during an abnormal traffic situation 

In the previous section, it has been shown that the prediction accuracy is lower during rush-
hour. One possible explanation is the highest probability to have a failure or an accident during 
rush-hour.  

In this section, the different models will be compared in the case of a failure or an accident.  
A such situation should disturb the traffic such as one vehicle is stopped during at least 15 
minutes. Figure 6.10 represents the distribution of the deviation between the predicted arrival 
time and the actual arrival time obtained for each model in the case of a four crisis situations 
(accident or failure). Table 6.4 shows the different indicators for each model (model 0, model 1 
and model 2). 
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Figure 6.10: Occurrence of the deviation between the predicted arrival time and the actual arrival 

time for model 0, model 1 and model 2. 
 
 It can be seen that the most performing model is the model 2 even if the peak value is lower 
than in model 1. This result seems logical given that the model 2 takes into consideration the 
speed of the vehicle. In case of accidents, the vehicles are running slower than in normal 
conditions. In this way, the arrival time is delayed in model 2. However, according to the drivers’ 
behaviour, a single accident along the line doesn’t immediately disturb the all line. So these 
results are the association of vehicles running normally and vehicles disturbed by the accident. 
Finally, it is important to remind that these results are based on a small scale simulation (4 
scenarios). In order to confirm them, it could be interesting to only focus on the disturbed 
vehicles or to increase the number of scenarios.    

 
 

 
  

Model 0 Model 1 Model 2 

Peak value (%) 9 9.92 9.87 

Average (sec) -33.8 -34 -33 

Standard deviation (sec) 46 46.3 45.4 
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Skewness -0.73 -0.7 -0.73 

Full-width at half maximum (sec) 35 25 30 

Mean absolute error performance (sec) 41.5 41.3 40.9 

Delta time for � �%50%;50� (sec) 50 50 50 

Delta time for � �%75%;75� (sec) 100 100 100 

Delta time for � �%95%;95� (sec) 235 235 235 

Delta percentage for � �sec10sec;10�  (%) 37 37.5 38.2 

Delta percentage for � �sec30sec;30�  (%) 62.4 62.5 63.1 

Delta percentage for � �sec60sec;60�  (%) 79.8 79.8 80.1 

Table 6.4: Performance indicators for model 0, model 1 and model 2 
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7 CONCLUSION 

 

The aim of the thesis was to formulate alternative models to improve a prediction scheme, 
which has been applied on a study case in Bergen. First, the prediction calculations have been 
analyzed and it was shown that the travel times and the dwell times can be assumed to be 
independent. Therefore link-based model has been preferred to the stop-based model. An 
historical analysis over a set of six-month data was then carried out and has shown that the 
dwell times and the travel times must be tuned according to the most common value. Indeed, 
the average value overestimates these values. Moreover, the travel time is not strongly related 
to the time or the day when the prediction is computerized, whereas the dwell time is strongly 
related with the passenger flow. Indeed, during rush hours, the dwell time increases for every 
station while it decreases during the night. This analysis doesn’t take into account the actual 
status of the traffic and no automatic passenger account was used to clearly show the 
connection between the passenger flow and the fluctuation of the dwell time.  

Different strategies for predicting the arrival time of a light rail train to the downstream stop 
were defined (Rule of Three, designed-speed and speed/position model). The models were 
implemented and tested for the case of a light rail train line in Bergen. A VBA application was 
used to computerize these calculations. The performance of the different models differs for a 
short-term prediction versus a long-term prediction. A long-term prediction is really uncertain 
and even by improving the precision of the model, incertitude remains large. So, for an operator 
point of view, the improvement brought with the new models seems to be a small investment 
which is expected to obtain marginal benefits. Indeed, only the internal logical of the prediction 
scheme needs to be adjusted which doesn’t require an important software change. On the 
other hand, the short-term predictions have been really improved by the implementation of the 
new models. The waiting time is less often underestimated which is favourable for passengers. 
Moreover, the system is more accurate for short-term predictions.  

It is evident that the best improvement was the implementation of the new reference travel 
times and the new reference dwell times associated to the designed-speed model or to the 
speed/position model. The implementation of the time-depending dwell time has no major 
impact and requires an operational system to collect historical data. The difference between the 
designed-speed and the speed/position is not so obvious because a light rail train usually runs 
short distances with low speed. As the calculation time is almost equivalent for each mode and 
as the implementation of the designed-speed model is easier and simpler, the designed-speed 
model can be considered as the best compromise between an efficient and performing model. 
Finally, the speed-position model is really advantageous because it gives the possibility to 
modify the model for different scenarios. In the speed-position model defined in this thesis, it 
has been shown that the model is not very accurate for vehicle approaching the station with a 
low speed (part B of Case 4). So, the speed-position model can be seen as modular which 
make improvements easier. Moreover, it has been shown that the speed-position model is more 
performing in the case of accident along the line. In such situations, the passengers are more 
careful about the predicted arrival-time.   

Concerning the possible improvement or limitations of this thesis, some field experiments 
should be done with a real vehicle to analyse the behaviour of drivers in different situations. For 
example, for a vehicle running at low speed approaching the platform, they may have different 
options. Then, this thesis has dealt with deviations due to small unexpected events but has not 
considered exceptional delays due to accidents. In such cases, the long-term prediction 
calculations should take into account the delays of other vehicles to anticipate possible delays. 
Developing a model managing such situations requires a further investigation of line 
configuration. The introduction of a forgetting factor could be a universal solution. A further step 
of this thesis would be to apply a stop-based model and study the fluctuation of the travel time 
for a portion composed of some stops. In this thesis, the variation ),( hddi�  of the dwell time 
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has been introduced for each stop. It could be interesting to see if better results can be 
obtained with a stop-based model, even if the link-based model has brought good results. 
Moreover, the approximation of the vehicle speed should be avoided with the implementation of 
a speed sensor inside vehicles. Indeed, during the acceleration and deceleration phases, the 
approximation can generate some errors, which need to be assessed to estimate their possible 
impact.  

Finally, an interesting application of these models would be a short- or middle-distance rail 
system, where the distance, the travel time between two stops and the vehicle speed are 
higher. Indeed, the effect of the designed-speed model and the speed/position model would be 
more significant and clearer results could be carried out. In such systems, it would be possible 
that the speed/position model obtains better results.  
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ANNEXE A: VBA CODE 

 
 
Option Explicit 
Sub CalculAccuracyStation(Step As Integer, Interv As Integer, acc As Double, 
dec As Double, frw As Double) 
Dim VarListeFichiers As Variant 
Dim Ctr As Integer, Wkbase As Worksheet, Wkdist As Worksheet, Wkbis As 
Worksheet, Ws As Worksheet, Wt As Worksheet, WkFinal As Workbook 
Dim tref(41) As Integer, tref2(41) As Integer, dref(41) As Integer, dref2(41) 
As Integer 
Dim Tdwell(41) As Integer, Ttravel(41) As Integer, Dist(41) As Integer, 
vref(41) As Double, Isvmaxreach(41) As Boolean 
'Open the file 
    VarListeFichiers = Application.GetOpenFilename("Texte (*.log), *.log", , 
"Sélection du fichier texte", MultiSelect:=True) 
    If VarType(VarListeFichiers) = vbBoolean Then MsgBox "Abandon !": Exit 
Sub 
'Initiation 
    Set Wkbase = ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("timetable") 
    Set Wkdist = ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("data") 
    Set Wkbis = ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("Results_PointJpd") 
    Set WkFinal = Workbooks.Add 
    Set Wt = WkFinal.Worksheets(1) 
    Set Ws = WkFinal.Worksheets(2) 
    Progression.Show False 
    UpdateProgress (1 / (UBound(VarListeFichiers) + 3)) 
    Initiation_Sub Wkbis, Step 
'Calculation of the design speed and profile 
    Calcul_general_data Wkbase, Wkdist, Isvmaxreach, vref, tref, tref2, dref, 
dref2, Dist, Ttravel, Tdwell, acc, dec 
'Opening every file and put results in the Excel sheet 
    For Ctr = 1 To UBound(VarListeFichiers) 
        UpdateProgress ((Ctr + 1) / (UBound(VarListeFichiers) + 3)) 
        LectureFichier VarListeFichiers(Ctr), Isvmaxreach, vref, tref, tref2, 
dref, dref2, Interv, Dist, Ttravel, Tdwell, acc, Step, Wkbase, Wkdist, Wkbis, 
Ws, Wt, dec 
    Next 
'Calculation of the results 
    WkFinal.Close (False) 
    UpdateProgress (1 - (1 / (UBound(VarListeFichiers) + 3))) 
    generate_results Wkbis, Wkdist, Step 
    Progression.Hide 
    ActiveWorkbook.Sheets("Results").Select 
End Sub 
Private Sub LectureFichier(ByVal sFichier As String, Isvmaxreach() As 
Boolean, vref() As Double, tref() As Integer, tref2() As Integer, dref() As 
Integer, dref2() As Integer, Interv As Integer, Dist() As Integer, Ttravel() 
As Integer, Tdwell() As Integer, acc As Double, Step As Integer, Wkbase As 
Worksheet, Wkdist As Worksheet, Wkbis As Worksheet, Ws As Worksheet, Wt As 
Worksheet, dec As Double) 
On Error GoTo gesterreur 
Dim Chaine As String, suppr As Integer 
Dim iRow As Long, iCol As Long, train As Long 
Dim i As Long, j As Long, PointJpd As Integer 
Dim Row As Integer, Pjpd As Integer 
Dim NumFichier As Integer 
Dim Name As String 
Dim trainpos As Long, lasttrainpos(20) As Long, lastrainpos As Long 
Dim Ttrain(20) As Long, lastPj(20) As Integer 
Dim Istrain(20) As Boolean 
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Dim VarListeFichiers As Variant, WkClasseur As Workbook, WsFeuille As 
Worksheet 
Dim Ctr As Integer 
Dim nextsta As Integer 
Dim temps As Long, diff As Long, lasttemps(20) As Long, lastemps As Long 
Dim IndRow As Long, IndCol As Long 
Dim heure As Integer 
'Initialisation 
    iRow = 1 
    heure = -1 
    suppr = 3599 \ Step 
    For i = 1 To 20 
        lastPj(i) = 0 
    Next   
'Ouverture du fichier replay 
    NumFichier = FreeFile 
    Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
    Open sFichier For Input As #NumFichier    
' Parcours des différentes lignes 
    Do While Not EOF(NumFichier) 
        Line Input #NumFichier, Chaine        
' Si il s'agit d'un point Location Event        
        If InStr(Chaine, ";R;D;21") Then 
            LectureArrivalLine Chaine, Ws, heure            
'Lecture des lignes pour la position 
        ElseIf InStr(Chaine, ";R;D;20") Then 
            LecturePosLine Chaine, Wt, iRow, lastPj, Wkdist            
' Fin des boucles 
        End If 
    Loop 
    Close #NumFichier 
    Application.ScreenUpdating = True  
'On regarde quel trams sont présents 
Verifier_tram_presence Ws, Ttrain, Istrain, lasttrainpos(), lasttemps() 
' On regarde la cohérence du fichier 
 Coherence Ws, Istrain 
'Lecture des lignes 
    iRow = 1 
    While Not IsEmpty(Wt.Cells(iRow, 1)) 
'Lecture des données 
        train = Wt.Cells(iRow, 2) - 200 
        PointJpd = Wt.Cells(iRow, 3) 
        temps = Wt.Cells(iRow, 1) 
        trainpos = Wt.Cells(iRow, 4) 
        lastemps = lasttemps(train) 
        lastrainpos = lasttrainpos(train) 
'Est ce que cela vaut le coup de lire cette ligne? 
        If temps > 3600 Or Not (Istrain(train)) Then 
            GoTo IgnoreLine 
        End If 
        If PointJpd = 220 Or PointJpd = 101 Or PointJpd = 103 Then 
            If trainpos = 0 Then 
                GoTo IgnoreLine 
            End If 
        End If 
        If Ttrain(train) > 0 And temps < Ttrain(train) + Interv Then 
            GoTo IgnoreLine 
        End If       
'Incrémentation 
            Ttrain(train) = temps            
'Déterminons le nombre de stations restants et la ligne ou est le train 
            If PointJpd < 121 And PointJpd > 99 Then 
                nextsta = 120 - PointJpd - 1 
                Pjpd = PointJpd - 100 
            ElseIf PointJpd < 221 And PointJpd > 199 Then 
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                nextsta = PointJpd - 201 - 1 
                Pjpd = 241 - PointJpd 
            Else 
                GoTo IgnoreLine 
            End If 
            If vref(Pjpd) = 0 Then GoTo IgnoreLine 
            If trainpos > Dist(Pjpd) Then trainpos = Dist(Pjpd)                      
'Calcul des différentes prédictions 
        If nextsta > 15 Then nextsta = 15 
        For j = 1 To nextsta 
            iCol = 5 + j 
            If iCol = 6 Then            
'Calcul de du temps pour arriver jusque la prochaine station 
                If Modelisation.CheckBox2 = True Then                 
    'Prédiction comme l'AVL 
                    Simple_prédiction_this_station_AVLS iCol, trainpos, iRow, 
temps, Pjpd, j, Isvmaxreach, vref, tref, tref2, dref, dref2, Dist, Ttravel, 
acc, Wt, Ws, Tdwell, dec                 
                ElseIf Modelisation.CheckBox4 = True Or lastrainpos = 0 Or 
lastrainpos > trainpos Or lastemps = temps Or trainpos = 0 Then             
    'Utilisation du profil de vitesse pour calculer le temps d'arrivée au 
prochains station 
                    Simple_prédiction_this_station iCol, trainpos, iRow, 
temps, Pjpd, j, Isvmaxreach, vref, tref, tref2, dref, dref2, Dist, Ttravel, 
acc, Wt, Tdwell, Ws, dec 
                Else                     
    'Utilisation de la vitesse et de la position actuelle 
                    Prediction_this_station_with_current_speed iCol, 
trainpos, iRow, temps, Pjpd, j, Isvmaxreach, vref, tref, tref2, dref, dref2, 
Dist, Ttravel, acc, Wt, Tdwell, Ws, lastemps, lastrainpos, dec 
                End If 
            Else 
'Calcul du temps pour les station d'après 
                If Modelisation.CheckBox1 = False Then 
    'Simple ajout du travel et dwell time 
                    Simple_prédiction_next_station iCol, iRow, Pjpd, j, 
Ttravel, Tdwell, Wt 
                Else 
    'With variable dwell time 
                    Prediction_next_station_with_var_dwell_time iCol, iRow, 
Pjpd, j, Ttravel, Tdwell, Wt, Wkbase, heure 
                End If 
            End If                 
'Si la prediction reste dans l'heure et que l'heure d'arrivée est connue 
            If IsEmpty(Ws.Cells(Pjpd + j, train)) Or Ws.Cells(Pjpd + j, 
train) = -1 Or Pjpd + j = 20 Or Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) > 4000 Then 
                GoTo IgnorePredi 
            End If 
            diff = Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) - Ws.Cells(Pjpd + j, train) 
'Rajoute des lignes 
            If diff > 0 Then 
                IndRow = suppr + 3 + Int((diff + (Step / 2)) / Step) 
            Else 
                IndRow = suppr + 3 + Int((diff - (Step / 2)) / Step) + 1 
            End If 
            If IndRow > 2 * suppr + 4 Or IndRow < 2 Then GoTo IgnorePredi 
            If IsEmpty(Wkbis.Cells(IndRow, 2)) Then Wkbis.Cells(IndRow, 2) = 
0 
            If IsEmpty(Wkbis.Cells(IndRow, 2 + Pjpd + j)) Then 
Wkbis.Cells(IndRow, 2 + Pjpd + j) = 0 
            Wkbis.Cells(IndRow, 2) = Wkbis.Cells(IndRow, 2) + 1 
            Wkbis.Cells(1, 2) = Wkbis.Cells(1, 2) + 1 
            Wkbis.Cells(IndRow, 2 + Pjpd + j) = Wkbis.Cells(IndRow, 2 + Pjpd 
+ j) + 1 
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            Wkbis.Cells(1, 2 + Pjpd + j) = Wkbis.Cells(1, 2 + Pjpd + j) + 1 
IgnorePredi: 
'Fin de la boucle 
        Next        
IgnoreLine: 
    lasttemps(train) = temps 
    lasttrainpos(train) = trainpos 
    iRow = iRow + 1 
    Wend 
Ws.Cells.ClearContents 
Wt.Cells.ClearContents 
Exit Sub 
gesterreur: 
'classeur vide 
MsgBox "Erreur" 
If Err.Number = -2147221080 Then 
Resume Next 
End If 
Ws.Cells.ClearContents 
Wt.Cells.ClearContents  
End Sub 
Public Function getheure(Name As String) As Integer 
Dim Ar() As String, Ap(2) As String 
Dim Separateur As String * 1 
    Separateur = "_" 
    Ar = Split(Name, Separateur) 
    Ap(0) = Mid(Ar(2), 1, 1) 
    Ap(1) = Mid(Ar(2), 2, 1) 
    getheure = Ap(0) & Ap(1) 
End Function 
Public Function convert_hexa(Name As String) As String 
    If IsNumeric(Name) Then convert_hexa = Name 
    If Name = "A" Then convert_hexa = 10 
    If Name = "B" Then convert_hexa = 11 
    If Name = "C" Then convert_hexa = 12 
    If Name = "D" Then convert_hexa = 13 
    If Name = "E" Then convert_hexa = 14 
    If Name = "F" Then convert_hexa = 15 
End Function 
Public Function convert_nombre_hexa(Name As String) As Long 
Dim i As Integer, Nomb As Long, Lettre As String 
Nomb = 0 
For i = 1 To Len(Name) 
    Lettre = Mid(Name, i, 1) 
    Nomb = 16 * Nomb + convert_hexa(Lettre) 
Next 
convert_nombre_hexa = Nomb 
End Function 
Public Sub OpenWindows() 
    Modelisation.OptionButton1.Value = True 
    Modelisation.OptionButton2.Value = False 
    Modelisation.Show 
End Sub 
Public Sub UpdateProgress(Pct) 
    With Progression 
        .Frame1.Caption = Format(Pct, "0%") 
        .Label1.Width = Pct * (.Frame1.Width - 10) 
        .Repaint 
    End With 
End Sub 
Public Sub Initiation_Sub(Wkbis As Worksheet, Step As Integer) 
Dim i As Long, j As Long, suppr As Integer 
suppr = 3599 \ Step 
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Wkbis.Cells.ClearContents 
i = 0 
j = 0 
While i < 3601 
    Wkbis.Cells(suppr + 3 + j, 1) = i 
    Wkbis.Cells(suppr + 3 - j, 1) = -i 
    i = i + Step 
    j = j + 1 
Wend 
For j = 2 To 42 
    Wkbis.Cells(1, j) = 0 
Next 
End Sub 
Public Sub Calcul_general_data(Wkbase As Worksheet, Wkdist As Worksheet, 
Isvmaxreach() As Boolean, vref() As Double, tref() As Integer, tref2() As 
Integer, dref() As Integer, dref2() As Integer, Dist() As Integer, Ttravel() 
As Integer, Tdwell() As Integer, acc As Double, dec As Double) 
Dim i As Integer 
For i = 1 To 40 
    If Modelisation.OptionButton1.Value = True Then 
        Ttravel(i) = Wkbase.Cells(i + 2, 2) 
        Tdwell(i) = Wkbase.Cells(i + 2, 3) 
    Else 
        Ttravel(i) = Wkbase.Cells(i + 2, 4) 
        Tdwell(i) = Wkbase.Cells(i + 2, 5) 
    End If    
    Dist(i) = Wkdist.Cells(i + 1, 2) 
    If (acc * acc * Ttravel(i) * Ttravel(i)) - 2 * acc * (acc + dec) * 
Dist(i) / dec <= 0 Then 
        Isvmaxreach(i) = False 
        vref(i) = -1 
    Else 
        vref(i) = acc * dec * (Ttravel(i) - Sqr(Ttravel(i) * Ttravel(i) - 2 * 
(1 / dec + 1 / acc) * Dist(i))) / (dec + acc) 
        tref(i) = Int(vref(i) / acc) 
        tref2(i) = Ttravel(i) - Int(vref(i) / dec) 
        dref(i) = Int(vref(i) * vref(i) / (2 * acc)) 
        dref2(i) = Dist(i) - Int(vref(i) * vref(i) / (2 * dec)) 
        Isvmaxreach(i) = True 
    End If 
Next 
End Sub 
Public Sub Verifier_tram_presence(Ws As Worksheet, Ttrain() As Long, 
Istrain() As Boolean, lasttrainpos() As Long, lasttemps() As Long) 
Dim i As Integer, j As Integer 
    For i = 1 To 19 
        lasttrainpos(i) = -1 
        lasttemps(i) = 0 
        Ttrain(i) = -60 
        Istrain(i) = False 
        j = 1 
        While (Not Istrain(i)) And j < 41 
            j = j + 1 
            If Not IsEmpty(Ws.Cells(j, i)) Then 
                If Not IsEmpty(Ws.Cells(j + 1, i)) Then 
                    Istrain(i) = True 
                End If 
            End If 
        Wend 
    Next 
End Sub 
Public Sub Coherence(Ws As Worksheet, Istrain() As Boolean) 
Dim i As Integer, j   As Integer, h As Integer 
'Vérification que le fichier arrival est bien cohèrent 
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    For i = 1 To 20 
    If Istrain(i) Then 
        For j = 1 To 20 
            h = 1 
            While h + j < 40 And IsEmpty(Ws.Cells(j + h, i)) 
                h = h + 1 
            Wend 
            If Ws.Cells(j, i) > Ws.Cells(j + h, i) Then 
                Ws.Cells(j, i) = -1 
                Ws.Cells(j + h, i) = -1 
            End If 
        Next 
        For j = 20 To 39 
            h = 1 
            While h + j < 40 And IsEmpty(Ws.Cells(j + h, i)) 
                h = h + 1 
            Wend 
            If Ws.Cells(j, i) > Ws.Cells(j + h, i) Then 
                Ws.Cells(j, i) = -1 
                Ws.Cells(j + h, i) = -1 
            End If 
        Next 
        If IsEmpty(Ws.Cells(2, i)) Then Ws.Cells(1, i) = -1 
        For j = 2 To 40 
            If IsEmpty(Ws.Cells(j - 1, i)) And IsEmpty(Ws.Cells(j + 1, i)) 
Then Ws.Cells(j, i) = -1 
        Next 
    End If 
    Next 
End Sub 
Public Sub LectureArrivalLine(Chaine As String, Ws As Worksheet, heure As 
Integer) 
Dim Ar() As String 
Dim Separateur As String * 1 
Dim Min As Integer, Sec As Integer 
Dim Row As Integer, Colu As Integer, i As Integer, j As Integer, h As Integer 
Dim train As Long, PointJpd As Integer, arrivée As String 
    Separateur = ";" 
    Ar = Split(Chaine, Separateur)            
'Lecture du numéro du train 
    train = Mid(Ar(2), 2, 4)            
' Lecture du PointJpd                 
    PointJpd = convert_nombre_hexa(Mid(Ar(5), 15, 2))             
' Lecture du temps d'arrivée (en seconds après l'heure donnée dans le nom du 
fichier) 
    If heure = -1 Then heure = convert_nombre_hexa(Mid(Ar(5), 5, 2)) 
    Min = convert_nombre_hexa(Mid(Ar(5), 7, 2)) 
    Sec = convert_nombre_hexa(Mid(Ar(5), 9, 2))                         
'Calcul de la position Excel pour cette arrivée 
    Colu = train - 200 
    If 100 < PointJpd And PointJpd < 121 Then 
        Row = PointJpd - 100 
    ElseIf 200 < PointJpd And PointJpd < 221 Then 
        Row = 241 - PointJpd 
    Else 
        Exit Sub 
    End If 
'Vérification des données 
    arrivée = Mid(Ar(5), 3, 2) 
    If arrivée = "16" Or arrivée = "1A" Then 'On regarde qu'il s'agit bien 
d'un arrivée et pas d'un départ (peut-être à modifier pour les terminaux)               
'Ecriture du résultats 
        Ws.Cells(Row, Colu) = Min * 60 + Sec 
    End If 
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End Sub 
Public Sub LecturePosLine(Chaine As String, Wt As Worksheet, iRow As Long, 
lastPj() As Integer, Wkdist As Worksheet) 
Dim Ar() As String, i As Integer, j As Integer 
Dim Separateur As String * 1, PointJpd As String 
Dim Ap(4) As String, train As Integer 
Dim Islogical As Boolean 
    Separateur = ";" 
    Ar = Split(Chaine, Separateur)            
' Ecriture de temps en secondes après l'heure            
    Ap(0) = Mid(Ar(0), 13, 2) 
    Ap(2) = Mid(Ar(0), 16, 2) 
    Wt.Cells(iRow, 1) = 60 * Ap(0) + Ap(2) 
'Ecriture du numéro de train 
    Wt.Cells(iRow, 2) = Mid(Ar(2), 2, 4) 
    train = Mid(Ar(2), 2, 4) - 200             
'Ecriture du PointJpd de référence 
    PointJpd = convert_nombre_hexa(Mid(Ar(5), 7, 2)) 
    If PointJpd < 101 Or PointJpd > 220 Then GoTo IgnoreLine2 
    If PointJpd > 120 And PointJpd < 202 Then GoTo IgnoreLine2 
    If lastPj(train) > 0 And Not (lastPj(train) = PointJpd) Then 
        Islogical = False 
        i = 5 
        While i < 43 And Not (Wkdist.Cells(i, 11) = PointJpd) 
            i = i + 1 
        Wend 
        For j = 1 To 3 
            If Wkdist.Cells(i - j, 11) = lastPj(train) Then 
                Islogical = True 
            End If 
        Next 
        If Islogical = False Then GoTo IgnoreLine2 
    End If 
    lastPj(train) = PointJpd 
    Wt.Cells(iRow, 3) = PointJpd             
'Ecriture de la distance 
    Wt.Cells(iRow, 4) = convert_nombre_hexa(Mid(Ar(5), 9, 4))     
'Verification que la distance n'est pas trop grande (verifie qu'il n'y a pas 
de pointJpd qui a était oublié) 
    If Wt.Cells(iRow, 4) > 1300 Then GoTo IgnoreLine2    
    iRow = iRow + 1 
IgnoreLine2: 
End Sub 
Public Sub Simple_prédiction_this_station_AVLS(iCol As Long, trainpos As 
Long, iRow As Long, temps As Long, Pjpd As Integer, j As Long, Isvmaxreach() 
As Boolean, vref() As Double, tref() As Integer, tref2() As Integer, dref() 
As Integer, dref2() As Integer, Dist() As Integer, Ttravel() As Integer, acc 
As Double, Wt As Worksheet, Ws As Worksheet, Tdwell() As Integer, dec As 
Double) 
'Calcul du temps de parcours pour ce troncon 
Dim Perc As Double 
If trainpos > 0 Then 
    Perc = (Dist(Pjpd) - trainpos) / Dist(Pjpd) 
    Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Int(temps + Perc * Ttravel(Pjpd)) 
Else 
    If temps > Ws.Cells(Pjpd, Wt.Cells(iRow, 2) - 200) + Tdwell(Pjpd) Then 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = temps + Ttravel(Pjpd) 
    Else 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Ws.Cells(Pjpd, Wt.Cells(iRow, 2) - 200) + 
Ttravel(Pjpd) + Tdwell(Pjpd) 
    End If 
End If 
End Sub 
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Public Sub Simple_prédiction_this_station(iCol As Long, trainpos As Long, 
iRow As Long, temps As Long, Pjpd As Integer, j As Long, Isvmaxreach() As 
Boolean, vref() As Double, tref() As Integer, tref2() As Integer, dref() As 
Integer, dref2() As Integer, Dist() As Integer, Ttravel() As Integer, acc As 
Double, Wt As Worksheet, Tdwell() As Integer, Ws As Worksheet, dec As Double) 
'Si le train peut atteindre sa vitesse maximale sur le tronçon 
If trainpos > 0 Then 
    If Isvmaxreach(Pjpd) Then 
        If trainpos < dref(Pjpd) Then 
            Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = temps + Ttravel(Pjpd) - Int(Sqr(2 * 
trainpos / acc)) 
        ElseIf trainpos > dref2(Pjpd) Then 
            Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = temps + Int(Sqr(2 * (Dist(Pjpd) - 
trainpos) / dec)) 
        Else 
            Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Int(temps + vref(Pjpd) / dec + 
(dref2(Pjpd) - trainpos) / vref(Pjpd)) 
        End If                     
'Si le train ne fait que accélerer puis décélerer... 
    Else 
        If trainpos < 0.5 * acc * dec * dec * Ttravel(Pjpd) * Ttravel(Pjpd) / 
((acc + dec) * (acc + dec)) Then 
            Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = temps + Ttravel(Pjpd) - Int(Sqr(2 * 
trainpos / acc)) 
        Else 
            Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = temps + Int(Sqr(2 * (Dist(Pjpd) - 
trainpos) / dec)) 
        End If 
    End If     
'Si le train est encore en platform. 
Else 
    If temps > Ws.Cells(Pjpd, Wt.Cells(iRow, 2) - 200) + Tdwell(Pjpd) Then 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = temps + Ttravel(Pjpd) 
    Else 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Ws.Cells(Pjpd, Wt.Cells(iRow, 2) - 200) + 
Ttravel(Pjpd) + Tdwell(Pjpd) 
    End If 
End If 
End Sub 
Public Sub Simple_prédiction_next_station(iCol As Long, iRow As Long, Pjpd As 
Integer, j As Long, Ttravel() As Integer, Tdwell() As Integer, Wt As 
Worksheet) 
'Calcul de la prédictions pour les tronçons où le train n'est pas            
Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol - 1) + Ttravel(Pjpd + j - 1) + 
Tdwell(Pjpd + j - 1)            
End Sub 
Public Sub Prediction_next_station_with_var_dwell_time(iCol As Long, iRow As 
Long, Pjpd As Integer, j As Long, Ttravel() As Integer, Tdwell() As Integer, 
Wt As Worksheet, Wkbase As Worksheet, heure As Integer) 
'Calcul de la prédictions pour les tronçons où le train n'est pas 
Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol - 1) + Ttravel(Pjpd + j - 1) + 
Tdwell(Pjpd + j - 1) + Wkbase.Cells(4 + heure, 9)            
End Sub 
Public Sub Prediction_this_station_with_current_speed(iCol As Long, trainpos 
As Long, iRow As Long, temps As Long, Pjpd As Integer, j As Long, 
Isvmaxreach() As Boolean, vref() As Double, tref() As Integer, tref2() As 
Integer, dref() As Integer, dref2() As Integer, Dist() As Integer, Ttravel() 
As Integer, acc As Double, Wt As Worksheet, Tdwell() As Integer, Ws As 
Worksheet, lasttemps As Long, lasttrainpos As Long, dec As Double) 
Dim Vnow As Double, Distance As Double, dde As Integer, Vitesse As Double, 
Tzero As Double 
'Calcul de la vitesse actuelle du tram 
    Vnow = (trainpos - lasttrainpos) / (temps - lasttemps) 
    dde = Dist(Pjpd) - dref2(Pjpd) 
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' Area 1 
    If Vnow * Vnow * (Dist(Pjpd) - dref2(Pjpd)) > vref(Pjpd) * vref(Pjpd) * 
(Dist(Pjpd) - trainpos) Then 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Int(temps + 2 * (Dist(Pjpd) - trainpos) / 
Vnow)        
' Part A of Area 2 
    ElseIf 3 * Vnow * Vnow * (Dist(Pjpd) - dref2(Pjpd)) > vref(Pjpd) * 
vref(Pjpd) * (3 * Dist(Pjpd) - 2 * dref2(Pjpd) - trainpos) Then 
        Distance = (3 * dde * Vnow * Vnow - 3 * vref(Pjpd) * vref(Pjpd) * 
Dist(Pjpd) + 2 * dec * dde * trainpos) / (2 * dec * dde - 3 * vref(Pjpd) * 
vref(Pjpd)) 
        Vitesse = Sqr(vref(Pjpd) * (Dist(Pjpd) - Distance) / dde) 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Int(temps + 3 * (Vnow - Vitesse) / dec + 
Vitesse / dec)        
 ' Part B of Area 2 
    ElseIf Vnow > vref(Pjpd) Then 
        Tzero = 3 * (Vnow - vref(Pjpd)) / dec 
        Distance = -dec * Tzero * Tzero / 6 + Vnow * Tzero + trainpos 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Int(temps + Tzero + Ttravel(Pjpd) - 
tref2(Pjpd) + (Dist(Pjpd) - dde - Distance) / vref(Pjpd)) 
' Area 3 
    ElseIf Vnow * Vnow * dref(Pjpd) > vref(Pjpd) * vref(Pjpd) * (trainpos + 
dref(Pjpd) + dde - Dist(Pjpd)) Then 
        Tzero = (vref(Pjpd) - Vnow) / acc 
        Distance = acc * Tzero * Tzero / 2 + Vnow * Tzero + trainpos 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Int(temps + Tzero + Ttravel(Pjpd) - 
tref2(Pjpd) + (Dist(Pjpd) - dde - Distance) / vref(Pjpd))        
' Part A of Area 4 
    ElseIf 3 * Vnow * Vnow * (Dist(Pjpd) - dref2(Pjpd)) > vref(Pjpd) * 
vref(Pjpd) * (Dist(Pjpd) - trainpos) Then 
        Distance = (3 * dde * Vnow * Vnow - 3 * vref(Pjpd) * vref(Pjpd) * 
Dist(Pjpd) + 2 * dec * dde * trainpos) / (2 * dec * dde - 3 * vref(Pjpd) * 
vref(Pjpd)) 
        Vitesse = Sqr(vref(Pjpd) * (Dist(Pjpd) - Distance) / dde) 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Int(temps + 3 * (Vnow - Vitesse) / dec + 
Vitesse / dec)        
' Part B of Area 4 
    Else 
        Distance = (-3 * dde * Vnow * Vnow + vref(Pjpd) * vref(Pjpd) * 
Dist(Pjpd) + 6 * acc * dde * trainpos) / (6 * acc * dde + vref(Pjpd) * 
vref(Pjpd)) 
        Vitesse = Sqr(vref(Pjpd) * (Dist(Pjpd) - Distance) / (3 * dde)) 
        Wt.Cells(iRow, iCol) = Int(temps + (Vitesse - Vnow) / acc + 3 * 
Vitesse / dec) 
    End If 
End Sub 
Public Sub Put_in_percentage(Wkbis As Worksheet, Step As Integer) 
Dim suppr As Integer 
Dim i As Long, j As Long 
suppr = 3599 \ Step 
    For i = 2 To 2 * suppr + 4 
        For j = 2 To 42 
            If Not (IsEmpty(Wkbis.Cells(i, j))) Then 
                Wkbis.Cells(i, j) = 100 * Wkbis.Cells(i, j) / Wkbis.Cells(1, 
j) 
            End If 
        Next 
    Next    
End Sub 
Public Sub generate_results(Wkbis As Worksheet, Wk As Worksheet, Step As 
Integer) 
Dim suppr As Integer 
Put_in_percentage Wkbis, Step 
suppr = 3599 \ Step 
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    Wk.Cells(5, 7) = average(suppr, Wkbis) 
    Wk.Cells(6, 7) = stand_deviation(suppr, Wkbis, Wk) 
    Wk.Cells(7, 7) = middle_value(suppr, Wkbis) 
    Wk.Cells(15, 7) = Intervale(suppr, Wkbis, Wk, 10, Step) 
    Wk.Cells(16, 7) = Intervale(suppr, Wkbis, Wk, 30, Step) 
    Wk.Cells(17, 7) = Intervale(suppr, Wkbis, Wk, 60, Step) 
    Wk.Cells(11, 7) = Intervale_perc(Wkbis, 25) 
    Wk.Cells(12, 7) = Intervale_perc(Wkbis, 50) 
    Wk.Cells(13, 7) = Intervale_perc(Wkbis, 75) 
    Wk.Cells(14, 7) = Intervale_perc(Wkbis, 95) 
    Wk.Cells(9, 7) = Full_Width(Wkbis, suppr) 
    Wk.Cells(8, 7) = Skewness(Wk, Wkbis, suppr) 
    Wk.Cells(10, 7) = mean_abs(Wkbis, suppr) 
    Wk.Cells(19, 7) = mean_pos_more_important(Wkbis, suppr) 
    Wk.Cells(18, 7) = mean_abs_pos(Wkbis, suppr) 
End Sub 
Public Function average(suppr As Integer, Wkbis As Worksheet) As Double 
Dim i As Integer, Total As Long 
average = 0 
For i = 2 To 2 * suppr + 4 
    If Not (IsEmpty(Wkbis.Cells(i, 2))) Then 
        average = average + Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) * Wkbis.Cells(i, 1) 
    End If 
Next 
average = average / 100 
End Function 
Public Function stand_deviation(suppr As Integer, Wkbis As Worksheet, Wk As 
Worksheet) As Double 
Dim i As Integer, Total As Long, average As Long 
average = Wk.Cells(5, 7) 
stand_deviation = 0 
For i = 2 To 2 * suppr + 4 
    If Not (IsEmpty(Wkbis.Cells(i, 2))) Then 
        stand_deviation = stand_deviation + (Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) * 
Wkbis.Cells(i, 1) - average) * (Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) * Wkbis.Cells(i, 1) - 
average) 
    End If 
Next 
stand_deviation = Sqr(stand_deviation / 100) 
End Function 
Public Function middle_value(suppr As Integer, Wkbis As Worksheet) As Double 
Dim i As Integer, Total As Long 
Total = 0 
i = 2 
While Total < 50 
    If Not (IsEmpty(Wkbis.Cells(i, 2))) Then 
        Total = Total + Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) 
    End If 
    i = i + 1 
Wend 
middle_value = Wkbis.Cells(i - 1, 1) 
End Function 
Public Function Intervale(suppr As Integer, Wkbis As Worksheet, Wk As 
Worksheet, Ite As Integer, Step As Integer) As Double 
Dim Number As Integer, i As Integer 
Number = Ite \ Step 
If Ite > Number * Step + Step * 0.5 Then 
    Number = Number + 1 
End If 
If Number = 1 Then 
    Intervale = Wkbis.Cells(suppr + 3, 2) 
Else 
    Intervale = 0 
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    For i = suppr + 3 - Number To suppr + 3 + Number 
        Intervale = Intervale + Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) 
    Next 
End If 
End Function 
Public Function Intervale_perc(Wkbis As Worksheet, Ite As Integer) As Double 
Dim Total As Double, i As Integer 
Total = 0 
i = 2 
While i < 7200 And Total < 50 - Ite / 2 
    Total = Total + Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) 
    i = i + 1 
Wend 
Intervale_perc = Wkbis.Cells(i, 1) 
While i < 7200 And Total < 50 + Ite / 2 
    Total = Total + Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) 
    i = i + 1 
Wend 
Intervale_perc = Wkbis.Cells(i, 1) - Intervale_perc 
End Function 
Public Function Full_Width(Wkbis As Worksheet, suppr As Integer) As Double 
Dim i As Integer, Maxi As Double 
Maxi = 0 
For i = 2 To 2 * suppr + 4 
    If Maxi < Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) Then 
        Maxi = Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) 
    End If 
Next 
i = 2 
While i < 7200 And Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) < Maxi / 2 
    i = i + 1 
Wend 
Full_Width = Wkbis.Cells(i - 1, 1) 
i = 2 * suppr + 3 
While i > 0 And Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) < Maxi / 2 
    i = i - 1 
Wend 
Full_Width = Wkbis.Cells(i, 1) - Full_Width 
End Function 
Public Function Skewness(Wk As Worksheet, Wkbis As Worksheet, suppr As 
Integer) As Double 
Dim i As Integer, esperance As Double, ecart As Double 
esperance = Wk.Cells(5, 7) 
ecart = Wk.Cells(6, 7) 
Skewness = 0 
For i = 2 To 2 * suppr + 4 
    Skewness = Skewness + Wkbis.Cells(i, 1) * (Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) - esperance) 
/ ecart 
Next 
Skewness = Skewness / 100 
End Function 
Public Function mean_abs(Wkbis As Worksheet, suppr As Integer) As Double 
Dim i As Integer 
mean_abs = 0 
For i = 2 To 2 * suppr + 4 
    If Not (IsEmpty(Wkbis.Cells(i, 2))) Then 
        mean_abs = mean_abs + Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) * Abs(Wkbis.Cells(i, 1)) 
    End If 
Next 
mean_abs = mean_abs / 100 
End Function 
Public Function mean_abs_pos(Wkbis As Worksheet, suppr As Integer) As Double 
Dim i As Integer 
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mean_abs_pos = 0 
For i = suppr + 3 To 2 * suppr + 4 
    If Not (IsEmpty(Wkbis.Cells(i, 2))) Then 
        mean_abs_pos = mean_abs_pos + Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) * Abs(Wkbis.Cells(i, 
1)) 
    End If 
Next 
mean_abs_pos = mean_abs_pos / 100 
End Function 
Public Function mean_pos_more_important(Wkbis As Worksheet, suppr As Integer) 
As Double 
Dim i As Integer, Felta As Integer, Total As Double 
mean_pos_more_important = 0 
Total = 0 
For i = 2 To 2 * suppr + 4 
    Felta = 1 
    If Not (IsEmpty(Wkbis.Cells(i, 2))) Then 
        If Wkbis.Cells(i, 1) > 0 Then Felta = 3 
        Total = Felta * Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) + Total 
        mean_pos_more_important = mean_pos_more_important + Wkbis.Cells(i, 2) 
* Abs(Wkbis.Cells(i, 1) * Felta) 
    End If 
Next 
mean_pos_more_important = mean_pos_more_important / Total 
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ANNEXE B: DETAILLED MODEL DESCRIPTION 

An estimation of the remaining time to reach the next station will be presented. Let us first 
define several fundamental reference values. As only the remaining time to arrive at the next 
station matters in this chapter, we can illustrate the entire line through concentrating on two 
stations. A light rail train is running from station A to station B which is D  meters further 
downstream. The designed dwell time at the station A is DT  and the designed travel time 
between stations A and B isT .  

The trajectory of the light rail train between the arrival at station A and the arrival at station B 
can be divided in four phases as represented in Figures 11 and 12: the dwelling time (1), the 
acceleration phase (2), the constant speed phase (3) and the deceleration phase (4). 
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Figure 1: Evolution of the speed of the light rail train between two stations 
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Figure 2: Evolution of the position of the light rail train between two stations 
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Calculation of the time to reach the next station with the designed-speed model  
 

We will now consider the idealized trajectory. When leaving station A, the light train should 
accelerate with a constant acceleration a , then keep a constant speed and then finally 
decelerate with a constant decelerationb  in order to reach the next station and stop. The 
distance D  between the two stations and the designed travel timeT between the two stations 
are two inputs of the model. In the next paragraph, it will be shown that the vehicle can only 
reach a specific speed during its constant phase if the acceleration, the deceleration, the travel 
time and the distance between two stations are given. 

Let us denote as follows: 

- 1d : the distance run by the vehicle during the acceleration phase, 

- 1t : the travel time of the acceleration phase,  

- 2d : the distance run by the vehicle during the deceleration phase, 

- 2t : the travel time of the deceleration phase, 

According to these definitions, the train will run at a constant speed if and only if: 

 Ddd �� 21  or Ttt �� 21   (A.1)   
The case Ddd 
� 21  and the case Ttt 
� 21 are irrelevant in this case study. If Ttt �� 21  

(or Ddd �� 21 ), the vehicle accelerates and then immediately decelerates after it reaches its 
maximum speed. This case is also not present in our case, because the travel time are long 
enough to avoid it. Now, it will be shown that only one solution is possible with these inputs 
( DTba ,,, ).  

 First, we should calculate the distance run by the vehicle during the different phases. 
According to the different integrations of the acceleration (A.or deceleration), it results that the 
vehicle runs the distance 1d  during the acceleration phase and the distance 2d during the 
deceleration phase. These distances can be written as: 

 2
11 2

1 atd �  (A.2)   

 2
22 2

1 btd �  
(A.3)  

The sum of the distances run by the train during each phase (acceleration, constant speed 
and deceleration) should be equal to D and the speed at the end of the acceleration phase and 
at the beginning of the deceleration phase should be equal and will be called dv , which is the 
maximal designed-speed between the two stations. In consequence: 
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And therefore: 
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and after simplification: 
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Equation (A.11) is a quadratic equation where 1t represents the unknown. In order to solve it, 
the discriminant�  has to be calculated. 

 � � )(22 baD
b
aaT ����  (A.8)   

If the discriminant is negative, the designed travel timeT has been chosen too short for the 
vehicle. It can not run the distance D in T seconds with an acceleration a  and a deceleration d . 
This is not a feasible solution in the context of this application.  

If the discriminant is equal to 0, the vehicle accelerates and then decelerates immediately 
after, without running at constant speed. This case is also not present in this study case 
because the designed travel timeT has been chosen big enough to avoid the two previous 
cases.  

So, we assume that the designed travel timeT between the stations A and B is big enough to 
have a positive discriminant. The designed-speed profile is shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 3: Designed-speed of a light rail train between two stops in an ideal case  

  
With a positive discriminant, it is possible to calculate the exact value for 2211 ,,, tdtd . By 

resolving Equation (A.11), it results: 
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There are two possible solutions, but one of them is physically impossible. In the case of a 
discriminant equal to 0, there are only the acceleration and deceleration phases and the 
acceleration phase lasts: 
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�
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As in our study, the vehicle runs at constant speed during a period, the acceleration phase 
should satisfy: 

dv

1d 2dD � D0
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It means that the only possible solution of Equation (A.8) is: 
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Finally the other values can be directly calculated with Equations (A.2), (A.3) and (A.5). 
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As described in chapter 5, the OBS gives to the AVLS system the position of the vehicle as 
the distance between the current position of the vehicle and the last station. Recall that the 
characteristic values dvtdtd ,,,, 2211 are now considered as inputs of the problem for every 
segment (sub-section of line between two consecutive stations).  
 

Now if the distance d  of a light rail train from the station A is known, it is possible to estimate 
the time to reach station B. In this model, the position of the vehicle is an input of the system. 
We consider that the train is running in an ideal situation, so it should reach station B within the 
next remainingt  seconds. This value can be calculated as follow:  

- If 0�d , the remaining time will be calculated as described in the §6.2.1. 

- If 10 dd �� , 
a
dTtremaining

2
��  

- If 21 dDdd ��� , 2
2 )( t

v
ddDt

d
remaining �

��
�  

- If DddD ��� 2 , 
b

dDtremaining
)(2 �

�  

These results are shown in Figure 16 which showsthe time estimated for reaching the next 
platform as a function of the travelled distance. The section shown in the figure corresponds to 
the two first stations (Byparken – Nonneseter) for the outgoing direction.  
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Figure 4: Estimation of the time to reach the next platform depending on the distance 

 
Calculation of the time to reach the station B using the current speed and position.  

As we have seen in the previous paragraph, the implementation of the ideal case improves 
the system. However, in order to become more realistic, the model should not use only the 
position of the train as input. Indeed, if a train is stopped before a crossing because it didn’t 
receive the priority signal, the previous model considers that the train has a current speed equal 
to the designed-speed at this distance, which is not the case. 
 

The current speed of the vehicle should could be taken account in order to improve the 
prediction model. As the OBS sends the position of the light rail train every 10 seconds, it is 
possible to derive an accurate estimation of the vehicle speed with the two inputs ad and bd at 
the respective times at and bt , where the sub-scripts a  and b  refer to the two latest consecutive 
positions: 

 

ab
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ddv
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)   

In order to estimate the remaining time to reach station B, the vehicle speed and the vehicle 
position will be considered as inputs. So it is possible to identify the current state of the light rail 
train in Figure 18. After consideration of the different behaviors of the tram, the 2D graph can 
be divided into four areas. In the following paragraph, we assume that the prediction is 
calculated at the time 0�t , and that the vehicle has a current speed 0v  and a current 
distance 0d from station A. Let us examine and formulate the remaining time to reach the station 
for each case. 

1d 2dD �
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Figure 5: Representation of the different areas according to the position and the speed of the 

vehicle  
 
Case 1  

The first area represents a light rail train approaching station B with a speed higher than the 
designed-speed. In this case, we assume that the driver will brake with a constant deceleration 
until the vehicle reaches station B. So, the deceleration newb  can be calculated as: 
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2

2
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)   

The vehicle reaches the station after a time equal to:  
 

v
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b
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remaining
)(2 �
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)   

A vehicle belongs to the first area if and only if: 
 

2

2 )(
d

dDv
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  (A.20

)   

 
Case 2  

The second area represents a vehicle running faster than the maximal designed-speed. In 
this case, we assume that the driver will first let the vehicle roll, which will decrease its speed 
until it reaches the blue line or the red line in Figure 18. Moreover, we assume that, during the 
first phase when the driver doesn’t brake or accelerate, a constant deceleration equivalent to c . 
The light rail train will hence slowly decrease its speed. 

If the vehicle is too close to station B, it will first reach the red line of Figure 18. In this case, 
when the vehicle reaches the blue line, the driver will brake with a constant deceleration equal 
tob .  

If the vehicle is sufficiently far  from station B, it will first reach the maximal designed-
speed dv  (A.blue line) and will then run at a constant speed before the deceleration phase. The 
limit case can be described as follows: 

1d 2dD �0

dv
1 

4 3 

2 

),( 00 vd
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Figure 19 shows the sub-cases for Case 2 
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Figure 6: Distinction of the two parts of Case 2  

 
Let’s calculate the time to reach station B for a vehicle in the part A of Case 2. The current 

speed of the vehicle is higher than expected, so the driver will decelerate a bit until the light rail 
train approaches the platform and then the vehicle will strongly decelerate. We assume that the 
driver will increase its deceleration when the following equation is satisfied (red line): 
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A vehicle in the part A of the fourth area should satisfy Equations (A.22) and (A.23). 
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) 
 Let’s calculate the distance from station A where the vehicle will increase its deceleration 

from b
3
1

tob . The speed and the distance run by the vehicle can be written: 

 0vctv ���  (A.24
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) 

 So the time can be expressed as a function of the speed in Equation (A.24) and be inserted 
into Equation (A.26). 
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 By reducing Equation (A.26), it can be found that the distance can be expressed as a 
function of the speed. 
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 Equation (A.27) holds until the driver increases the deceleration, which happens when: 
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So, Equations (A.27) and (A.28) represent a system of two equations with two 
unknowns ),( vd  which gives us  distance '

0d :   
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 Then it is possible to deduce the speed '
0v and the time 0t when the vehicle reaches this 

position from Equations (A.28) and (A.25). 
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Now after a time '
0t , expressed in Equation (A.31), the vehicle has a speed '

0v and a 

distance '
0d  and will decelerate with a decelerationb  until it reaches the final stop. So the 

remaining time will be: 
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 The trajectory of the vehicle is shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 7: Representation of the different trajectories for Case 2 
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Let’s calculate the time to reach station B for a vehicle in part B of Case 2 (Figure 19). The 

vehicle will decrease its speed and Equation (A.24) holds until dvv � .  
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Then the vehicle will run at constant speed until 2dDd �� . The train is running at constant 
speed during a time:  
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By adding the estimated time for the three phases, we obtain the estimation of the remaining 
time to reach the next station. 
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Case 3  

Now let us focus on the third area (Figure 18), where the vehicle will accelerate until it 
reaches the maximal designed-speed dv . Then the vehicle will run at constant speed. A vehicle 
with the initial conditions ),( 00 vd  belong to the third area if and only if 
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) 

As for the part B of the second area, the vehicle movement can be split into three phases: 
acceleration, constant speed and deceleration. The acceleration phase will run until dvv �  and 
the following equations hold. 

 0vatv ��  (A.40
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When the light rail train reaches the maximal designed-speed, we have: 
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Then train will run at constant speed during a time: 
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Finally the estimation of the remaining time to reach the next station will be: 
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Case 4 

Case 4  (A.Figure 18) represents a vehicle running at normal (A.or lower) speed and 
approaches station B. The distance until the next station is too small in order to reach the 
maximal designed-speed dv . Once again, this area should be split in two parts as presented in 
Figure 21.  

The part A represents vehicles with a speed considered as normal. In this case, we assume 
that the driver will not brake and will not accelerate which means that the vehicle will decrease 
its speed with a deceleration of c , which is a possible model for the inertia moment of the 
vehicle. Then, when the vehicle reaches the blue line in Figure 21, the driver will use the brake 
with a deceleration equal tob . The vehicle will end its run at the station B. 

In the part B, the current speed of the light rail train is too low to reach station B. So the 
driver has to accelerate to increase its speed. We assume that the driver will accelerate with 
acceleration a  until the vehicle reaches the red line. Then the driver will decrease the vehicle 
speed in order to stop at the station B with a deceleration equal to c . In this case, we assume 
that the driver will not brake with a decelerationb , because the vehicle is really close to the 
platform and is running at low speed so, we assume the drive will brake smoothly. 

The limit case can be described with the following equation: 
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Figure 8: Distinction of the two parts of Case 4  
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Let’s calculate the time to reach station B for a vehicle in part A of Case 4. The current 
speed of the vehicle is lower than the design speed, so the driver will slowly decelerate until the 
light rail train reaches the blue line and then the vehicle will strongly decelerate. We assume 
that the driver will increase its deceleration when the following equation is satisfied (A.blue line): 
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A vehicle in the part A of the fourth area should verify Equation (A.54). 
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 Let us calculate the distance from the station A where the vehicle will modify its deceleration 
from c tob . This part is similar to the part A of Case 2. So the speed and the distance run by 
the vehicle are defined in Equations (A.24) and (A.25). The the time can be expressed as a 
function of the speed in Equation (A.24) and be injected in Equation (A.25), which results in the 
expression of the distance as a function of the speed as described in Equation (A.26). Equation 
(A.26) holds until the driver increases the deceleration, which happens when: 
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So, Equations (A.26) and (A.27) represent a system of two equations with two 
unknowns ),( vd  which gives us the searched distance '

0d : 
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 Then it is possible to deduce the speed '
0v and the time 0t when the vehicle reaches this 

position from Equations (A.49) and (A.24). 
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Now aftertime '
0t , expressed in Equation (A.53), the vehicle has a speed '

0v and a distance '
0d  

and will decelerate with a decelerationb  until it reaches the final stop. So the remaining time 
will be: 
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 The trajectory of the vehicle is described in Figure 22. As mentioned above, this calculation 
is similar to the calculation for part A of Case 2. 
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Figure 9: Representation of the different trajectories for the fourth area 

Let us now calculate the time to reach station B for a vehicle in the part B of the fourth area. 
The vehicle will increase its speed and Equations (A.40) and (A.41) holds until:  
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) 

So the time can be expressed as a function of the speed in Equation (A.45) and be injected 
in Equation (A.41).  
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 By reducing Equation (A.56), the distance can be expressed as a function of the speed. 
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So, Equations (A.55) and (A.57) represent a system of two equations with two 
unknowns ),( vd  which gives us the searched distance '

0d : 
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Then it is possible to deduce the speed '
0v and the time 0t when the vehicle reaches this 

position from Equations (A.55) and (A.39). 
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Now after a time '
0t , expressed in equation (A.59), the vehicle has a speed '

0v and is at a 

distance '
0d from station A. The vehicle will then decelerate with a constant deceleration c  until it 

reaches the final stop. So the remaining time will be: 
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Finally, the time to reach the next platform has been calculated for each case.  
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ANNEXE C: PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR DIFFERENT MODELS AT 
SPECIFIC PERIODS 

 

 
  

Model 0 Model 0A Model 1 Model 2 

Peak value (%) 12 12.1 13.2 13 

Average (sec) -1.64 0.19 -0.77 -1.42 

Standard deviation (sec) 33.5 33.7 33.6 33.4 

Skewness -0.05 0.01 -0.02 -0.04 

Full-width at half maximum (sec) 30 30 25 25 

Mean absolute error performance (sec) 19.8 19.8 19.6 16.7 

Delta time for � �%50%;50� (sec) 30 25 25 20 

Delta time for � �%75%;75� (sec) 55 50 50 55 

Delta time for � �%95%;95� (sec) 125 120 125 125 

Delta percentage for � �sec10sec;10�  (%) 49.7 49.5 50.3 50.4 

Delta percentage for � �sec30sec;30�  (%) 82.5 82.4 82.9 82.7 

Delta percentage for � �sec60sec;60�  (%) 95.2 95.2 95.3 95.2 

Table 1: Performance indicators for model 0, model 0A, model 1 and model 2 for the night period 
 

 
  

Model 0 Model 0A Model 1 Model 2 

Peak value (%) 11.8 12.3 12.4 12.9 

Average (sec) -12 -3.97 -3.06 -3.7 

Standard deviation (sec) 38.7 33 32.8 32.9 

Skewness -0.3 -0.12 -0.09 -0.1 

Full-width at half maximum (sec) 30 30 25 30 

Mean absolute error performance (sec) 23.7 21.5 21.3 21.5 

Delta time for � �%50%;50� (sec) 30 25 20 25 

Delta time for � �%75%;75� (sec) 60 50 50 50 

Delta time for � �%95%;95� (sec) 140 135 135 135 

Delta percentage for � �sec10sec;10�  (%) 48.3 50.9 51.5 51.5 

Delta percentage for � �sec30sec;30�  (%) 78 81.5 81.8 81.5 
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Delta percentage for � �sec60sec;60�  (%) 92.5 94.2 94.3 94.2 

Table 2: Performance indicators for model 0, model 0A, model 1 and model 2 for the week-end 
 

 
  

Model 0 Model 0A Model 1 Model 2 

Peak value (%) 11.2 11.3 11.5 11.6 

Average (sec) -16 -15.4 -15.1 -15.8 

Standard deviation (sec) 48.8 47.2 47 48.6 

Skewness -0.33 -0.33 -0.32 -0.32 

Full-width at half maximum (sec) 30 30 30 30 

Mean absolute error performance (sec) 26 25.7 25.6 25.8 

Delta time for � �%50%;50� (sec) 30 30 30 30 

Delta time for � �%75%;75� (sec) 65 60 60 65 

Delta time for � �%95%;95� (sec) 145 145 145 145 

Delta percentage for � �sec10sec;10�  (%) 46.4 46.8 47.6 47.2 

Delta percentage for � �sec30sec;30�  (%) 76.4 76.8 77 76.5 

Delta percentage for � �sec60sec;60�  (%) 91.3 91.6 91.5 91.3 

Table 3: Performance indicators for model 0, model 0A, model 1 and model 2 for the rush-hour 
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